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1. Introduction
The Living Lab in Oud-Heverlee, Belgium, was
designed to demonstrate that a Nearly Zero
Energy Building (NZEB) could be developed to
minimize its impact on the public energy
infrastructure. The goal was to minimise the
exchange with the grid and provide maximum
flexibility on when and how much energy to
exchange.

2. Objectives
A building like the Living Lab could, under
enabling regulation, provide a range of services
to balance the local grid or be part of an overall
aggregated load or production that delivers
flexibility at the transmission level. Within
STORY, the goal was to build, test, optimise and
evaluate the concept, and performances
beyond passive house standards.

term storage tank for sanitary hot water and
one for house heating are added to optimise
the use of solar thermal energy. A battery setup is added to store a maximum of on-site
produced electricity and reduce the energy
exchange with the public grid, i.e. reduce both
consumption and injection. A smart model
predictive control (MPC), i.e. a specifically
designed control program, automatically
manages the operation of valves and pumps
and the charging of the cars and the static
battery.
The normal electrical consumption is
minimized by selecting the most efficient
appliances and LED lighting throughout the
building. Two shower heat exchangers are
added in series to minimize the demand for
sanitary hot water. A mechanical ventilation
with brine heat exchanger and heat
recuperation from the exhaust provides
continuous preconditioned fresh air. The
remaining heat demand for house heating is
delivered using a heat pump connected to a
shallow geothermal system. Two electrical
vehicles ensure that not only the full energy
consumption of the building, but also the
majority of the energy consumption for
mobility are taken into account. A set of hybrid
PV panels provides both electrical and thermal
energy.

3. The installation
The building has been subject to deep
retrofitting before the project started,
delivering building performances beyond
passive house standards. Within STORY, the
system is further leveraged to provide more
self- consumption and more flexibility. An oversized solar collector feeds two underground
thermal storage tanks for use in winter. A short
5

Figure 1. Schematic of the Living Lab energy concept
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The storage concepts that were selected for
the Living Lab are not commercially available as
an integrated package or set-up. The
engineering work, the search for all relevant
components on the market and the installation
and integration are as interesting and eyeopening as the actual demonstration part.

3.1. Thermal seasonal
storage tank

underground

The seasonal storage stores thermal energy in
water over a longer period, i.e. typically from
summer to winter. It would be charged and
discharged gradually and therefore working
with stratification, i.e. with consecutive layers
of a nearly constant temperature, is key to
ensure a maximum use of the quality of the
stored thermal energy. The concept of quality
of thermal energy is linked to the temperature:
the higher the temperature, the more use can
be made of the same amount of energy.
Important to consider is that for stratification
to work optimally, the width and height of the
storage should be similar. A ready made highly
insulated thermal storage tank of 24 000 liter
that is manageable to install and matches the
criterium of height equalling width is not yet on
the market. The closest to this ideal, and
providing additional testing opportunities, are
two identical tanks of 12 000 liter meant for
storing oil for house heating. These tanks are
placed in a large bag made of water
impermeable rubber and surrounded by a large
amount of high temperature resistant
insulation (Figure 2).

On top of the tanks, access is created that
allows maintenance on the installed
temperature sensors and the water inlet and
outlet. It is a small zone that is filled with
removable blocks of insulation. In each of the
tanks, the STORY partner VITO installed 10
thermal sensors reaching different depths,
spanning the entire height of the tank (Figure
3). They provide information on the energy
content in the tank at any moment, expressed
as
State
Of
Charge
(SOC).

Figure 3. Sensors on the top of the tank

3.2. Hybrid PV
The photovoltaic thermal (PVT) panels connect
the thermal and electrical parts of the Living
Lab. The hybrid PV panels are made of standard
PV panels to which a cooling panel is attached
(Figure 4). Hence, they produce both electricity
and thermal energy.

Figure 4. PVT panels ready for installation

Figure 2. Seasonal underground storage tanks
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An aluminium radiator of the type of the back
of a fridge is glued to the back of a standard PV
panel. Consequently, an insulation panel that
can resist high temperatures is put on top of it
and a closing aluminium shield is attached to
finish. The part around the junction box is left
open, to allow maintenance and free cooling.
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33 of these panels were installed (Figure 5),
providing 11.05 kWp of solar electrical power.
The cooling of a PV panel leads to increased
electrical yield, but there are no field data on
the effective impact. The thermal outcome is
much more dependent on outside weather
conditions compared to a standard solar
thermal collector, but still perfectly suited to
provide low temperature heat to inject heat
into the shallow geothermal system to restore
its annual heat balance.

3.3. Thermal connections
All different parts, PVT panels, vacuum solar
thermal set-up, cooling reservoirs, different
thermal storage tanks, heat pump in the main
building, etc. need to cooperate in an
orchestrated manner. The thermal connections
and heat exchanges need to facilitate this.
Developing a research set-up required thinking
about all potential future scenarios and the
collection of as much data as possible. Hence,
the thermal connections were set up as a lab:
all potentially interesting operating modes
were considered. The below schematic (Figure
7) provides an overview.

Figure 5. Vaccum solar thermal (upper roof) and PVT
(lower roof) panels

As the injection has to be done at a maximum
of 25 ˚C in order to ensure a long lifetime of the
geothermal system, the heat extracted from
the PVT circuit is cooled down in two open
reservoirs. The first one is made of full epoxy
vinyl ester resin with an armoured core of high
performance
fibres
and
can
resist
temperatures over 40˚C. It is insulated to the
ground to limit the impact on the surrounding
soil (Figure 6). The second is more integrated in
the natural environment: the idea is to use
plants to improve the water quality. Its
temperature should therefore remain below
35 ˚C.

Figure 6. Cooling reservoir made of full epoxy vinyl ester
resin with an armoured core of high performance fibres
equipped with sensors
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Figure 7. Schematic overview of the circuits and
exchanges that can be delivered with the thermal lab set
up.

The integration of that scheme into a real-life
set-up in an existing building is challenging.
Several connections to the outdoor are
integrated, such as the underground tanks, the
cooling reservoirs, the thermal part of the PVT,
the vacuum solar collectors as well as the
underground connection to the main building.
10 different pumps, 62 temperature sensors, 7
flow meters and 24 different automated valves
are connected to the control system (Figure 8).
These are all controlled and monitored via a
local SCADA installation.
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Figure 8. View on the 2 identical circuits connecting the
heat exchangers with the vacuum boiler circuit with the
two underground storage tanks.

The energy consumption of all pumps
operating leads to an additional power
consumption in excess of 1500 Watts. But
operating all of them together never happens.
The most energy consuming pumps only
operate when there is an intense solar
radiation. In winter, on cold and cloudy days,
energy consumption drops below 100 Watts
and is mainly due to transporting the hot water
from the underground tanks to the main
building.

3.4. The battery set-up
The lead-acid battery is a key element to
enhance self-consumption and thus reduce the
exchange with the grid: it stores the electricity
produced during the day to be used in the
evening and at night. In this set-up, the battery
is the heart of the electrical set-up. 48 batteries
with a total capacity of 46.3 kWh. The available
capacity, the SOC, is more difficult to estimate
as previous cycles, external conditions and the
power to discharge all have an influence. In
general, about 28kWh, or around 60% of the
total capacity is available for energy exchange.
Because the SOC is not a very accurate
indicator, the batteries are therefore managed
using their voltage as the main indicator, with
values varying between 45 Volt and 54 Volt.
In case of dark and cold weather, this is
sufficient to provide energy for just over 2 days.
Lead-acid is used in this set-up because it
provides a cost-effective and reliable energy
storage solution.
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Figure 9. Lead acid batteries

There are 48 batteries in total, providing 46.3
kWh full capacity, around 28 kWh of useful
capacity. The battery is integrated in order to
allow for off-grid operation (Figure 10). A
dwelling is obliged to be connected to the DSO
network, but the connection does not come
with a consumption obligation. One is thus
allowed to turn off the connection for a couple
of days, a longer period or even permanently.
As shown in the schematic below, it is situated
in between the grid and the building itself. The
PVT panels inject directly into the batteries. In
fact, this set-up is very similar to a standard
UPS, an Uninterrupted Power Supply.

Figure 10. Schematic of battery set-up and the connection
between the building and the main grid.

On-grid operation is possible in cases when the
batteries are empty, the power demand is too
high, the grid would demand for higher
consumption, or in case of maintenance on the
battery storage set-up.
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Injection in the grid is possible on demand,
where both the amount and the time can be
programmed. With on-demand injection and
consumption, the battery system can thus
deliver different services to an aggregator or
grid operator.
On sunny days, the 10 kWp electrical power of
the PVT provides more energy than needed for
the electricity demand of the building including
the pumps and valves in the thermal lab, the
charging of the two electrical vehicles and the
charging of the battery. Instead of overloading
the grid, when all other PV set-ups are
producing energy too, the production of
electricity in the Living Lab can be stopped.

3.5. The UPS battery set-up after the UPS
A second battery set-up (Figure 11) safeguards
the operation of the thermal lab in case of a
black-out in the main grid, followed by an
empty lead-acid battery.
This set-up is smaller and uses Nickel-Iron (NiFe) batteries. Roughly 3.5 kW and 2.5 kWh can
be delivered.

On warm and/or sunny days as well as on very
cold days, the operation of several of the
pumps should not be interrupted to prevent
damage. The idea for the Living Lab in STORY is
to use different kinds of batteries in a single
set-up. Mixing batteries this way in one energy
storage unit would merit extensive research by
itself. Combining two different types in a larger
system however, provides the safety needed
here.
Why NiFe? Because it is a very robust battery
which is tolerant of abuse, (overcharge,
overdischarge, and short- circuiting) and can
have a very long life even if treated suboptimal.
It is often used in backup situations for example
in the telecommunications sector, where it can
be continuously charged and can last for more
than two decades. The batteries have a low
specific energy, i.e. they have a small amount
of energy storage capacity for the volume they
take, and high cost of manufacture. NiFe
batteries require regular follow-up, i.e. they are
rather maintenance intensive if seldom used.
Therefore, besides for UPS operation, they will
be subject to regular cycles of non-critical
loads.

4. Monitoring and key results

Figure 11.NiFe UPS system

The NiFe UPS system provides additional safety
in case of a black out. Mainly relevant for
preventing damage in very cold or relatively
warm and/or sunny days. This battery system
provides back-up power for pumps, valves and
control in case the grid and the main battery
system fail.
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So far, 35 days completely off-grid in summer
were easily achieved. During these days, the
underground storage tanks were further
loaded leading to an average temperature
increase of over 18 ˚C. The cooling of the PVT
panels increased the temperature of the first
cooling reservoir to 37 ˚C and the second one
to above 25 ˚C.

4.1. Interoperability challenges
Setting up a project with parts either designed
and developed from scratch or provided by
different
manufacturers,
brings
interoperability challenges. Interoperability is
the ability of different systems (hardware and
software) to operate in conjunction with each
other.
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Hardware-wise this is often less complicated
because connectors are widely available:
interconnection pieces for different pipe
diameters, converters for AC/DC…Softwarewise this is more complex given the wide range
of communication protocols (like Modbus,
KNX, bacnet and many more) but also the
different measurement frequency and how to
deal with this in a control system. To get to the
point of all devices communicating and
cooperating in a harmonized way is no easy
task.
As such, that leveraging of a database to
provide input for a program to perform
calculations, seems reasonable. Now, the
programs are not all running in the same place.
Hence writing the code layer, application
program interfaces (API’s) are needed. That
implies that, as was previewed at the start of
the project, besides hardware implementation,
a large amount of resources is further needed
for overcoming interoperability challenges to
deliver a smooth and coordinated operation of
all devices (Figure 13).

Figure 12. Self-sufficiency level as function of time.
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Figure 13. Interoperability from device sensors (left green
box) with variation in language and frequency (red) over
different methods of reading and conversion (blue) to a
single line readable by one code (yellow). Uploaded to
perform calculations in the control layer (turquoise) and
send it back as one line (grey box) to be redistributed and
sent in each own language to pumps, valves, ... (purple
box).

4.2. Results
Figure 14 presents the self-sufficiency level
over 1 year. It can be seen that in summer the
self-sufficiency level reaches 100%, while in
winter the SSL is around 30%. At the time it was
not permitted to inject energy into to grid at
and therefore energy had to be curtailed in
case of consecutive days with a high share of
solar radiation.
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Table 1 presents the results of a sensitivity
analysis of electricity costs and curtailment in
relation to PV power and storage size. In the
demo case 10 kWp solar PVT and 32.2 kWH of
effective storage is installed. Even if the power
is halved to 5kWp energy does not have to be
curtailed, as it can be stored in the battery.
Therefore, the storage unit can be considered
oversized. Changing the size of the storage unit
does not have a significant impact on the
overall energy bill (max. 2% change). A change
in the PV system size entails higher saving in
the total energy bill, as doubling the size of the
PV system power would lead to a 34% bill
reduction.

20
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0

13265.8 4097.5

787.5

3968.6
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Table 1. Summary of the sensitivity analysis of annual
energy costs and curtailed electricity to sizes of the PV
system and stationary energy storage.

and

lessons

A Living Lab is a concept in which by definition
the inhabitants are part of the lab- aspect. That
means, there are weeks when they have to
show a certain behaviour and every step is
even more closely monitored. First of all,
knowing that in advance, the monitoring
aspect is not experienced as intervening with
privacy. All the data are more of an interesting
part, where the inhabitants gain understanding
in every aspect related to energy supply and
demand.
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bill

64.4

5. Conclusions
learned



(€)

Energy (kWh)
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Being self-sufficient is easy on sunny days. The
system is fully automated and the only thing to
consider is to avoid charging the car at night as
it would drain the batteries. But when a
sequence of cold, rainy and grey days occurs,
remaining off-grid is less obvious. However this
challenge is something to be taken on and
therefore the lessons learned:



Normal household energy use is mostly
non-flexible and if by design all
appliances and lighting have been
selected based on the lowest
consumption profile on the market,
there is little to gain.
Electrical cars are the main disturbers,
but the good thing is that they do not
ask for a step-function, i.e. their load
profile shows a smooth increase in
power demand. This increase is
essential for an off-grid installation to
have enough time (about 5 seconds) to
synchronise with the main grid and
avoid a drop out of one or more
phases.
Cooking is very energy and power
demanding. Although a steamer is one
of the most efficient ways to prepare
food, it does ask for nearly 4 kW. Going
off-grid means watching both energy
and power.
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1. Introduction
This demonstrations site’s aim is twofold: first
what interoperability challenges are typically
encountered on site and second the
demonstration of the different technologies
(storage, ICT, Demand Side Management
(DSM), …), what they could bring on building
level as well as demonstrating the potential
and the impact a residential building with a
high degree of self-sufficiency can have in 2030
and beyond. This includes the added value
storage can bring in load shifting and peak
shaving at building level. Furthermore, the
impact on the grid of adding storage building
per building and not coordinate the use of it,
will be shown. Also the link to energy markets
as an additional source of revenues will be
explored.
This part of the demonstration focusses on the
4 houses in the same neighbourhood as the
Living lab. These 4 houses have storage
possibilities which exist in most residential
buildings such as thermal mass or a domestic
hot water boiler. In some cases, these
possibilities are extended by adding a battery.
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While the focus of the Living Lab is on the
medium to long term, the 4 houses will show
the added value of storage on a short term.
Therefore, it is important to take into account
the potential different buildings could offer
with regards to flexibility and impact on the
grid usage. All the buildings in this demo will be
part of a microgrid in a subsequent demo case
in which the diversity of technologies of all 5
houses will be used.

2. The reference case
In the neighbourhood which consists in total of
13 houses, 4 are chosen to be equipped with
detailed measurements, control hardware and
additional energy storage or production
devices. The houses are rather large and well
insulated compared to the Belgian standard.
The following table (Table 1) gives an overview
of these four houses before the start of the
project and the added controllable energy
consumption or energy generation devices.
This demonstration is in first instance only
interested in electrical devices such as a heat
pump or a fuel cell as only these devices can
change the status of the electric energy flow or
the electric grid (in contrast with for example a
gas-fired burner). If during the demonstration
a device was added, it is shown in green. If a
device was replaced, it is shown in orange.
Table 2. Overview of the technologies in this
demonstration.

House Space
heating

Domestic
hot water

Electricity
Production

2

2
Heat Heat pump /
pumps
Heat pump

3

Fuel cell

4

Heat pump

10 kWp PV

5

2 Heat pumps

/
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House 2 is a large recent building (<5 years) and
reasonably well insulated. It is a massive
wooden construction with concrete flooring. It
is equipped with 4 heat pumps with a clear
function for each heat pump. The two heavier,
water-water HPs are used for space heating
while the two air-to-water HPs are used to heat
the internal separate boiler tank. House 3 is a
recent building (11 years) and reasonably well
insulated. It is a massive wooden construction
with concrete flooring and was initially heated
by a gas boiler which was replaced by a fuel cell
in the frame of this project. House 4 is a recent
building with a flat roof and almost no windows
on three of its facades while the back façade is
a huge window. It shows an interesting
combination of a building heated by a heat
pump while producing its own electricity with
PV, creating room to optimize the consumption
of the HP with respect to the energy produced
by the PV. Finally, house 5 is heated by two
heat pumps.

extending
the
possibilities
in
the
demonstration beyond batteries. The following
paragraphs explain several systems and how
they are used to change the energy
consumption of the house.

3.2. Thermal mass with heat pumps
When a house is heated, the heat is stored
inside the building structure such as the walls
and floors. This effect is called the thermal
inertia and is especially pronounced for
buildings heated by floor heating which is the
case for the houses studied here. Due to the
thermal inertia, a house can be preheated to
ensure the thermal comfort of a resident at a
later period, thus shifting the electricity
consumption. Furthermore, when the heating
of a building is stopped, the inside temperature
in the house does not drop immediately but
takes time. This effect is shown for House 3 in
Figure 16.

Measurements have been collected on the
energy consumption of these houses without
any changes made. These measurements give
a reference case to compare the STORY project
developed algorithms with.

3. The installation
3.1. Storage technologies
To optimize an electricity consumption of a
house based on energy prices, PV production
or other objectives, the consumption or
production of electricity must be able to be
shifted in time. The figure below (Figure 15)
shows this principle in a simplified way:

Figure 15. Demand side management principle.

For Actility, any system that can do this is a
possibility to optimize the electricity
consumption. Therefore, we define a storage
technology as a system which can shift its
energy consumption or production in time,
14

Figure 16. Thermal inertia of the building.

It takes time to see the temperature rise in the
building after the HP is started and the heat can
be stored in the building for several hours. The
conventional control ensures the comfort of
the resident is never violated by employing a
simple temperature boundary (hysteresis)
control. Actility overwrites this control to
consider the electricity system and optimizes
the heating periods and thus the HP
consumption.
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Figure 17. Thermal inertia and cooling constant of hot water tanks

Houses 2, 4 and 5 are heated by heat pumps
and are able to shift their electricity
consumption in time by using the thermal
inertia of the building structure. Heat pumps
are believed to play a very important role in the
future energy system by adapting their energy
consumption to the system needs without
compromising the user’s comfort.

Heat pump boiler
The same principle as for the building structure
holds for domestic hot water storage tanks.
When domestic hot water is stored in a tank,
the ideal moments to heat the water can be
found by using advanced control algorithms.

Figure 18. Stratified storage tank and top temperature
dependence of the energy content1

The above figure (Figure 18) clearly shows the
top temperature is not a good indicator of the
amount of heat stored in the tank as this
temperature will continue to be high just until
the tank is out of hot water. Actility equipped
one of the two boilers in house 2 with 3

1

http://www.apricus.com/html/solar_hot_water_b
asics.htm#.WfdY2mjWyUk
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temperature sensors as part of the preparatory
work in STORY (WP4). This way, VITO could use
its advanced State of Charge algorithm they
developed as part of STORY (WP3) to calculate
the energy content in the tank.
With the increased complexity of energy
systems, it is becoming vital to monitor the
State of Charge (SOC) of thermal storage
systems in order to optimally operate them
and integrate them into the energy
management systems while generating
flexibility options. VITO has developed
methods to determine the state of charge of
different thermal energy storage techniques.
Those techniques include small water storage
tanks, large thermal storage tanks, thermal
storage in Phase Change Materials (PCM) and
thermal storage in concrete for Concrete Core
Activation (CCA) in buildings. In this case, VITO
concentrated on a further improvement of its
SOC for small water boilers.
The methods are able to determine the SOC
with the lowest number of sensors. This
reduces investment costs in monitoring
equipment while keeping the accuracy high. In
order to do that, we first develop a model of the
system then monitor it by placing sensors in
different locations within this system and
perform a series of tests to characterize the
storage type.
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The outcome is an algorithm that is able to
predict the state of charge of the system with
the lowest number of sensors.
In the case of SOC determination of domestic
hot water cylinders, the method is a
combination of a model and estimation
algorithm that can automatically characterize a
broad range of domestic hot water cylinders
and hot water storage buffers. A model takes
into account the heat losses, internal heat
exchange, convection and mixing dynamics
associated with water storage systems. The
algorithm is able to adequately reconstruct the
temperature variations inside the storage
vessels (errors are smaller than about 10 %).
This algorithm is suited for predicting the stateof-charge of thermal energy storage vessels in
model based control applications and this is
how it is used here: as input to the control of
Actility.

The model has been used to identify the best
position for both sensors and is used to
interpolate the temperature profile, where
sensors have been removed.

Figure 19. Sensor position optimisation.

Figure 20. Measured and modelled temperature profiles

One application is to find the position of
sensors inside such a buffer system. Figure 19
shows the information content as a function of
the position of sensors inside a buffer. This
enables us to gain the maximum amount of
information from a system with the minimum
amount of sensors.

The advantage of hot water boilers is the
limited number of disturbances that can
impact the energy storage, making it easier to
predict for control algorithms. The only
disturbance that really matters is the hot water
offtake compared to multiple important
disturbances for space heating such as
occupancy, outside temperature, solar
radiation, opening windows, ...

Figure 20 illustrates on the upper part the
measured temperatures inside the buffer. One
needs 10 sensors to measure the temperature
evolution with such a precision. On the bottom
of the figure, a reconstruction of these
temperature profiles is shown, where the
reconstruction is based on only two sensors.
16

Fuel cell
The fuel cell (Figure 21) installed produces heat
and electricity using natural gas as energy
source.
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The Viessmann Vitovalor produces 750 Watt
electrical power and 1 kW thermal power and
combines the fuel cell part with a conventional
gas condensing boiler of 19 kW. Priority is
always given to the fuel cell part, ensuring a
maximum of on-site produced electricity. In
summer, the average production of 10 kWh
sanitary hot water can therefore typically
provide 7.5 kWh electrical production. The high
demand for heat in winter, leverages the daily
electrical production to 16 kWh.

The device runs stable and smoothly. The
needed interventions were related to poor
quality of the grid-supplied electricity: voltage
swings with drop down to 188 Volt and rise to
264.5 Volt. This exceptional situation caused
damage on several appliances and electronics
in the dwelling including a failure in the fuel
cell’s current counter, that was easily replaced.
The fuel cell is a device that provides less
flexibility compared to heat pumps or electrical
boilers. The complexity of the cycle prevents
frequent cycling. Maximizing the operating
hours is the best available strategy, also when
leveraging up to a microgrid scale in a further
stage of the project.

3.3. Communication
interoperability

Figure 21. Inside of the device: left part is the fuel cell
itself, right hand is the gas condensing boiler on the top
and a thermal storage on the bottom.

The device is mainly a local energy producer
rather than a flexible device. The Proton
Exchange Membrane fuel cell runs a chemical
cycle that is to be managed carefully. The startup of the device takes about 1 hour, cooling
down and including the automated cleaning of
the device take another 90 minutes. 1 cycle a
day is allowed, i.e. a maximum of 21.5 hours of
fuel cell electricity production. 2 storage tanks
are added to ensure the operation can deliver
a maximum contribution to the occupants’
heat demand.
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technologies

&

To monitor and control the installed storage
technologies, a multitude of sensors and
actuators had to be installed in the houses. The
smart grid is a combination of the IOT and
energy
fields.
Furthermore,
several
communication technologies have been used
such as Wi-Fi, Ethernet, 3G and LoRa to ensure
the reporting of all variables and cope with
legacy or popular technology. Finally, to set up
the smart energy platform for the
demonstration, several integrations with 3rd
parties had to be implemented. This
demonstration in a residential environment
clearly shows the challenge of adapting the
required solution to each house as already
experienced by the Linear project.
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Figure 22. Smart energy platform framework rim WP4

The Smart Energy platform presented in Figure
22 (WP4), can only do its job when it can rely
on solid field data from sensors and when it can
access and control actuators. Multiple data
sources have been identified together with
specific in-use requirements. In the residential
context, requirements can be quite different
and sometimes conflicting, some sensors need
wireless communication and very long
autonomy (battery) because of the ease of
installation and because of the aesthetical
impact while for other sensors the accuracy is
far more important.
Examples of sensors that are used in the
project are sensors for temperature &
humidity (WP3), electrical power, voltage,
current and heat. For Actility, the high-level
structure of its smart energy platform called
ThingPark is seen in Figure 23.
On top of the ThingPark Platform, Actility
deploys ThingPark Energy containing the
energy related applications and developments
to reach the objective of the demonstration.
Within STORY, the main challenge for Actility is
to apply the industrial algorithms to the
residential context.
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ThingPark Energy not only takes input from the
STORY community, but it also must deliver
output under the form of process
optimizations and control signals to the flexible
devices. The outputs of ThingPark Energy are
linked to actuators that can control elements in
the houses. For example, smart plugs control
the heating of domestic hot water boilers; they
may interact with electrical storage cells, fuel
cells, heating systems (heat pumps, …)
Interacting with these elements poses the
problem of interoperability (WP4). Indeed, as
these elements are consumer grade
commercially available products they may or
may not have an option for remote control,
may or may not be connected to the internet,
and may or may not use proprietary
communication protocols.
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Figure 23 Actility implementation of SEP

On the sensors side, because of the ease of
installation and very long battery power
requirements we have opted in some cases for
LoRaWan devices (Figure 24) that are
registered on a public network. The
temperature sensors, as part of WP3, are
examples of that. For other sensors such as the
electric power consumption, Actility opted for
dedicated measurement devices which
communicate at frequencies around 1 minute
to the Actility platform.

Figure 24. Example installation of a LoRaWAN
temperature sensor (WP3). The installation consisted of
placing the sensor in the house away from direct sunlight.
These sensors are used to identify the thermal inertia of
the building.
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For all means of communication, the necessary
care and attention needs to be applied to the
protection of the data (network security).

LoRaWan gateway and sensors
The LoRaWan sensors are registered devices in
the public network of Proximus, a Belgian
telecom operator. The devices send their data
via wireless communication to Gateways
(antenna stations) which are typically property
of a national telecom operator. The LoRaWan
standard foresees a very advanced 2-layer
security mechanism that protects the data at 2
levels: the packets are encrypted at Network
level such that the Operator can route the
packets while a second application level
encryption is used. That way the data can be
protected towards the operator.
In case the devices are not able to reach the
antennas of the operator, it is necessary to add
so called LoRaWan gateways. These gateways
act as a collector of the wireless signals and
forward the packets to the Operator via
Internet. Besides the antenna, such a LoRaWan
gateway typically has as interfaces: a power
plug connector, an ethernet connector and
sometimes a mobile internet connection as
backup. They are security hardened; it is not
possible as an outsider to get access to the
devices.
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necessary - based on trust relationships - such
that the end users grant access to Actility to get
access to the data of their thermostat.

WAGO communication

Figure
25. Gateway antenna installed in the neighbourhood, as
part of WP3

Within the context of STORY (WP3 and WP4), it
was indeed necessary to add a few LoRaWan
Gateways because the closest Proximus
antenna was quite far in distance and because
we had a number of devices that are placed in
the house basements (the soil prevents so
called ‘line of sight’ for the radio waves towards
the antenna).
In one installation we managed to circumvent
the interoperability problem by using a
Modbus to LoRaWan converter device (WP4).
That specific installation was based on a
Danfoss heat pump for central heating (floor)
and domestic hot water heating (boiler). A
Modbus interface was available on the heat
pump which allows us to read out the internal
parameters of the installation and it also allows
us to modify the maximum powered used by
the heat pump for heating.

Thermostats
The smart thermostat (Honeywell Lyric) is a nice
example of a device that resolved the problem
of interoperability. The Honeywell thermostat
is linked to the internet via the end-user’s WiFi and there is a smartphone app for the end
users available to monitor their installation
remotely. We are also capable to connect to
the Honeywell platform and readout and
control the thermostats of the Story end users.
From a security point of view, a complex
authentication and encryption protocol is
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Measuring the power consumption in all its
parameters and communicating the results to
the Smart Energy Platform is done using a
WAGO PLC (Programmable Logic Controller).
The PLC captures the electromagnetic fields
from the current conducting conductors via so
called current transformers. The current
transformer signals are processed and
transformed into the digital domain and
successively sent to the Smart Energy Platform.
To protect the data, a special device ‘Secomea
SiteManager’ is used to encrypt the data. The
Secomea SiteManager is a commercially
available security certified and hardened
device.

Service layer
In IoT terminology the above-mentioned
communication means are typically part of
what is often called the Network Layer. The
development work for this part was done in
WP3 and WP4. At least 2 different Network
Layers have been described: one using the
Proximus LoRaWan network and another one
using the Internet. Actility aggregates multiple
Network Layers into a so-called Service Layer in
compliance to the ETSI M2M standard. It’s the
job of the Service Layer to make abstraction of
the multiple kinds of Network Layers and to
offer the data to the (multiple) applications
that are to be found in the Application Layer.
The ETSI M2M Service Layer on itself is quite
complex because of the multiple functions it
must implement (security and authentication,
make devices able to publish their data, make
users able to subscribe to the data, provide
caching and timestamping, …). Within the
context of Story, all Actility managed devices
report to this Service Layer whereas the
optimization algorithms and business logic of
the Smart Energy Platform are subscribers to
this Service Layer. Besides Actility, other
partners also subscribe to this Service Layer.
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3.4. Measurement Technologies
Actility installed all necessary monitoring
sensors to report the required variables for the
control algorithms and the KPI calculations. As
mentioned before, the LoRa temperature
sensors were installed as part of WP3. Table 2
gives an overview of the different installed
devices as part of all WP3, 4 and 5:
Table 3 Overview of the different sensors and actuators
installed in WP3, WP4 and WP5
CommuniDevice
cation
Variable
Temperature sensor
LoRa
Temperature
Humidity
Electricity Ethernet
Total Active Power
meter
or 3G
Total Reactive Power
Total
Apparent
Power
Total Power Factor
PF
Total Active Energy
Total
Reactive
Energy
Total
Apparent
Energy
Current per Phase
Voltage per Phase
Cos Phi per Phase
Maximum Voltage
Frequency per Phase
Harmonic per Phase
NKE pulse LoRa
Pulse count
sensor
Smart plug LoRa
Power consumption
Energy consumption
Smart plug state
Honeywell Honeywell
Thermostat API
Indoor Temperature
Outdoor
Temperature
Minimal heat set
point
Maximum heat set
point
Heat set point

Unit

°C
%
W
W
W
/
J
J
J
A
V
/
Hz
/
W
Wh
On/off

As indicated, the LoRa sensors are easily
installed. For the electricity measurements,
Actility opted for a sophisticated meter that
reports a large amount of data. For technical
reasons linked to the electric switch board in
each house, 2 kinds of clamps have been used.
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There are the 64 A clamps with Class 1 accuracy,
and the 32 A clamps with Class 0,5 accuracy.
Both have a very good accuracy to provide the
data needed for the Story project.

3.5. Flexible device communication
As mentioned, control of Consumer grade
installations is typically an interoperability
challenge. More and more of the consumer
grade installations will become smart and
connected which will help the challenge, but
this is still an ongoing process. In WP4,
considerable attention has been paid on
overcoming interoperability challenges. As part
of those tasks, the communication with the
flexible devices was developed.
In 2 installation cases we work with the
Honeywell Lyric smart thermostat. As the
authentication process is quite difficult and as
we needed to depend on SW development
support from Honeywell (in US Westcoast time
zone) we originally opted for a Dutch supplier
of smart thermostats. Although that Dutch
supplier was initially very helpful on the SW
implementation, the devices did not fulfil their
most basic requirement: measuring the
environment temperature accurately.
For the Danfoss based heat pump installation
we managed to resolve the interoperability
problem using a Modbus to LoRaWan
converter (WP4).
In one case we used LoRaWan smart plugs to
control the heat production of a domestic hot
water boiler (as a last resort: just switch the
whole system on and off) as prepared in WP4.
Note that at the level of the Service Layer all
the interoperability concerns are resolved.

4. Controlling the technologies
to show the added value of
storage
Actility’s ThingPark Energy Platform is a cloudbased, end-to-end solution for capacity and
energy management.
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It is designed for both energy intensive
industrial units and distributed low power
units. It allows end-users to connect, monitor
and operate flexible processes to capture
energy market opportunities, and benefits
from the multiple services offered by Actility
and other actors plugged to the platform.
By connecting flexible units, the platform is
capable of interfacing with both these units
and the market, making use of conventional as
well
as
innovative
communication
technologies. The flexibility operator monitors
his processes while Actility algorithms identify
opportunities for value creation. Finally, these
opportunities are translated in real-time
actions to monetize these opportunities by
providing services with the flexible processes.
This platform offers a large set of applications
for Automated Demand Response, capacity
and energy management, automation of
processes, as well as monitoring and
management tools and interfaces. Actility’s
main usage of its ThingPark Energy Platform is
to valorize flexibility of sites connected to it
through various programs that can be
combined to maximize the value creation.
Within STORY, Actility is expanding its platform
capabilities by adding support for residential
appliances such as low power batteries, heat
pumps, solar panels and more. Furthermore,
several additional algorithms are incorporated
to ensure an effective control of a high amount
of distributed resources and to valorize new
business opportunities arising in the
distribution grid (WP4).

4.1. Model Predictive Control
Actility developed the model predictive control
described below (WP3). It is implemented
(WP4) prior to its testing and demonstrated
(WP5).
Actility has developed a dynamic model for the
applicable storage technologies such as the
buildings heated by an electric source (e.g. a
heat pump).
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Furthermore, a battery model and a domestic
hot water (DHW) storage model in cooperation
with VITO are added.
A dynamic model of a storage system enables
Actility to completely automate the
management and remote control of a site
which has been modeled. Using the model of
the sites and processes, the application
schedules an optimal profile of consumption
based on the chosen market opportunities,
plan and operate a Demand Response program
and remotely operate a global industrial
process according to the computed profile and
opportunities on the flexibility markets.
The application optimizes the energy process
models while taking the market opportunities
and all relevant metering data to calculate the
best consumption profile of the sites into
account to minimize the energy price for the
consumer, without violating any current or
future
operational
constraints.

Figure 26. Model predictive control

Consumption is scheduled for the next 24 to 36
hours. It is then updated every 15 minutes to
adjust real consumption to the resources level
and availability (status of controllable devices)
and the real-time electricity prices.
First, ThingPark Energy computes an optimal
consumption profile that would maximize the
objective, based on the current weather
forecast and the available process models.
Then, based on a constant update of the
weather forecast and PV production, Actility
can use the models of the storage systems to
evaluate the opportunity to deviate from the
current consumption profile.
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By using the dynamic models, it ensures that a
deviation will not violate any current or future
operational constraints of the flexible units,
nor any contractual or local grid constraints.
The above described control (WP3) is thus
applied in the demonstrations of all 3 houses
with a heat pump (WP5). Results will be
discussed in WP6.

4.2. Business cases
Actility develops the control (WP3) for testing
two different business cases within the STORY
context to show the added value of storage in
a neighbourhood.

Dynamic prices
Dynamic pricing is characterized by timevarying tariff structures which can be based
upon short-time wholesale prices. In case of
day-ahead time-of-use pricing, each day is
divided into different time blocks to which
different electricity prices apply. These prices
are fixed for a specific period. An example of
the price fluctuations is given in the figure
below for a week in the fall of 2017 for day
ahead prices.

Maximize self-consumption
Actility will try to minimize the resident's
invoice by minimizing the power/energy
exchanges with the grid. Exchanges with the
grid are being charged by important grid tariffs.
By limiting those, the final invoice of the grid
user is optimized.
For current meters, the benefit is limited as
they do not register gross injected and off
taken energy volumes. Only the net volume is
registered and charged. However, this is
expected to change and only the power rating
could become more important in the future
due to the introduction of a grid connection
based capacity ratification. Within STORY,
Actility will try to minimize the energy
exchange with the grid on a 15- minute basis.
This business case is only suitable for houses
with generation.

Overview of business cases for the
houses
The following table gives the overview of the
business cases applied individually for each
house. The dynamic pricing objective will be
tested in each house while the selfconsumption business case will be only tested
in house 4 where local generation is present in
the form of PV.
Table 4.Ooverview of business cases per house.

Figure 27. Belpex hourly prices fall 2017.

As currently, activated volumes cannot be
monitored via the DSO validated meter. The
installed electricity meter will be used as a
substitute for the smart meter. Furthermore,
the hourly prices remain a virtual price signal
for the residents as in Belgium residential
consumers do not have access to these
markets.
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N°

Storage technology

2

2 Heat pumps for SH Yes
2 Heat pumps for DHW

No

3
4

Fuel cell
Heat
pump
installation
2 Heat pumps

Yes
PV Yes

No
Yes

Yes

NO

5

Dynamic
pricing

Maximize selfconsumption

4.3. Controlling the storage technologies
The control of the storage technologies is done
by applying the WP3 model predictive control
(MPC) as explained above while the chosen
business case is plugged into the control as
market opportunities.
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Dynamic pricing with the boilers
As part of WP4, a heat pump boiler has been
adjusted to become a smart and flexible device.
The control has been jointly developed by VITO
and ACT as part of WP3. The testing and
demonstration is done in one of the houses.
The set up consists of 2 boilers in series. These
are controlled based on the dynamic pricing
business case. The objective is to keep the
boiler warm between predefined boundaries
while ensuring it is heated at a minimal energy
price. Therefore, the model tries to find the
cheapest hours on the day- ahead market and
schedule the heat pump energy consumption
during these hours.
As soon as the energy level in the boiler drops
too low, the resident might encounter comfort
issues which we want to avoid always. These
moments can occur when multiple large hot
water offtakes arrive in short successions such
as multiple showers or baths.

Figure 28. Dynamic pricing business case applied in an
MPC to a boiler

When the energy level is between the
minimum and maximum level, we schedule the
boiler to heat during the cheapest hours. This
control is shown in Figure 28.
The smart plugs are easily controlled over LoRa
by ThingPark Energy and the boiler shows very
large time constants which can result in a
significant reduction of energy cost based on
the virtual day-ahead prices.
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Based
on
the
three
temperature
measurements installed in the boiler, VITO can
provide Actility with a good estimation of the
energy contained in the boiler. The overall
structure of this setup is shown here and
detailed in D4.6.

Figure 29.”Smartification” of a commercially available
boiler.

Figure 31 gives an example of the MPC control
where a prediction of the energy levels of the
boilers is made and the consumption
scheduled in the future based on the future
energy prices.During this day, the cheapest
hour was observed during the night leading to
an optimal scheduled consumption during the
off-peak hours. Note that the black dotted line
is a prediction of the energy content of the
boiler based on the dynamic model simulated
by ThingPark Energy.
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Figure 31. Boiler energy prediction example

Figure 30. Thermal inertia of a building and indirect control of the heat pumps using smart thermostats

Dynamic pricing with heat pumps for space
heating
Similarly, the smartification of the heat pumps
was done in WP4, control developed in WP3
while WP5 delivers the testing and
demonstration environment.
The same methodology as with the boiler is
thus used for the control of the heat pumps
which are used for space heating. ThingPark
Energy communicates the control signal to the
smart thermostat installed in the building.
The main disadvantage compared to the boiler
control is the indirect control which is required,
ThingPark Energy can control the scheduled
temperature of the thermostat but not the
direct consumption of the heat pump.
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The indirect control consists of two schedule
temperatures which are set and are meant to
start and stop the heat pump when required.
To ensure the comfort of the residents are
never violated, the house is controlled in an
extremely narrow band of 1°C between 21°C &
22°C while the used setpoint temperatures are
19°C and 23°C. This is shown in Figure 30.

4.4. Monitoring and key results
The key results of the monitoring period
regarding the achieved energy shift are
presented in Table 5. The boiler shifts 40% of
the average daily consumption mostly in the
morning.
The HP of house 1 and house 2 are shifted 10%
and 14% of the average daily consumption
respectively.
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Technology

Boiler

Heat pump
House 4

Average shift of
daily
consumption
40%

10%

Time of shift

Mostly in the
morning
and
after
water
draws
Partly in the
morning, partly
in the evening
Early morning

Heat pump
14%
House 3
Table 5. Energy shift of the different buildings.

The results also show that this energy shift
entails a change in the room/water
temperature. Water temperature is reduced
on average from 54°C to 44°C. The change in
the room temperature is not that significant,
increasing by 0.5° C for house 1 and not
changing for house 2.
Furthermore, the self-consumption (SCL) and
self-sufficiency (SCL) level for house 3 are
assessed, as this is the only analysed house
with a PV installation in place. For both ratios
small increases are determined. This
improvement is shown in Figure 32 and Figure
33 where an average increase in the SCL of
1.21% and an SSL of 4.17% are shown. Most
shifts occur in the early morning without PV
generation, however consumption also
increases slightly from 13:00-17:00, where PV
generation is high.

Figure 33. Self-sufficiency level results

5. Conclusion
learned
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lessons

This chapter demonstrates the value of storage
in residential buildings. More precisely, it is
shown that heat pumps as well as boiler can be
used to shift energy to fulfill certain objectives
such as increased self-consumption or price
optimization.
The demonstration also pointed out several
things to keep in mind:




Figure 32. Self-consumption level results

and

Under the current Belgian electricity
price and taxation scheme the
economic revenues are insufficient to
generate a business case at household
level. The strategy could further be
optimized in regard to selfconsumption or the scope could be
extended to a neighbourhood level in
order to address this problem.
A technical issue encountered was
data availability, which decreases
mainly due to the nature of the data
streams originating from a broad
number of sources using multiple
communication protocols. Robustness
of missing data as well as data
integration (interoperability) are two
key elements of success for the control
infrastructure.
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The installation of measurement
equipment such as main power
meters, thermal sensors, smart plugs is
resource intensive, requires a lot of
coordination.
Setting
up
the
functioning
communication system is challenging
especially in older concrete houses, a
backup system plan is suggested.
The comfort of the residents is highly
important
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1. Introduction
The
Oud-Heverlee
neighbourhood
demonstration has been implemented in the
second part of the STORY project. This
demonstration focuses on the energy strategy
to impact grid balancing and flexibility. The
concept of neighbourhood energy operation
assumes that energy communities assure
balancing of the grid. This can be achieved by
aggregation of flexible loads available in each
household. However, limited residential loads
are effectively both flexible and of a power
demand that is relevant from a line-balance
perspective. When it comes to home battery
energy storage systems, their current prices
and typical use for an increase of selfconsumption do not offer a viable business
case for a large scale roll-out of this technology.
Also, the maturity of that technology is not
sufficiently demonstrated throughout the
duration of STORY, nor were safety aspects
adequately addressed through regulation and
certification. Finally, also insurance and
firefighters were unsure on the prevention and
mitigation measures with regards to the
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various types of home battery energy storage
systems. Therefore, a neighbourhood battery
energy storage system (BESS) was proposed as
a way to scale up and ensure adequate and
well-orchestrated behaviour.

2. Objectives
The objective of this demonstration is to
display the potential of an energy community
to contribute to grid balancing and a flexible
grid operation. Two main approaches are
prepared: 1) the impact of EV charging
following a specifically designed algorithm, and
2) the potential of the neighbourhood battery
to react and solve grid issues and provide high
power quality and flexibility to the system and
mainly reduce curtailment.

3. The installation
The Oud-Heverlee demonstration site consists
of 13 residential buildings that are located on
the low voltage grid. The power quality of the
local grid is non-optimal due to two factors: the
neighbourhood being located at the end of an
old distribution line and the high share of EVs
by these households (7 EVs and HEV for 13
households).
Voltage
swings
and
undervoltages are hence common challenges,
overvoltages further prevent the full
exploitation of the RES potential due to
curtailment.

3.1. EV charging
Electric vehicle (EV) charging is a decisive load
in this residential environment. A vehicle
plugged into a residential charger requests
between 3 kW and 7 kW power. When multiple
chargers are installed on the same line, the
local grid can become unbalanced. This results
in a lower power quality, power interruptions
or in extreme cases the interruption of a
device’s operation. The STORY demonstration
in Oud-Heverlee has a high uptake of EVs, of
which most are charged at home.
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In the specific case of a sunny day and the EV
owner working from home, the EV is mostly
charged during the hours of PV electricity
production. However, most end-consumers
plug in the car when they arrive home from
work. This implies a common timeframe and
could imply voltage reduction mainly at the
end of the line, due to the location of the
chargers there. By aligning EV charging times
on neighbourhood level, stress can be relieved
from the local grid resulting in higher power
quality.

Charging algorithm
The model that is to be developed for smart car
charging should be as less disruptive as
possible. Discussions with various stakeholders
further showed that a form of “symmetric”
curtailment could be meaningful, i.e. a
curtailment to reduce the charging power or
even cut it off in case of too low voltages on the
line, as opposed to the curtailment of PV
electricity in case of too high voltages.
Neighbourhood load balancing can be achieved
by measuring the voltage on the grid and
aligning this with the EV charger load. This
implementation is based on household voltage
measurements that directly influence the EV
charger. This low-level implementation helps
to balance the local grid in real-time by
reducing the load of the chargers in the
neighbourhood once a low voltage (< 230 V) is
observed.
Important is to note that this version of the
algorithm did not yet take into account the fair
distribution of curtailment over the different
chargers. A simple 3-phase powerline
communication between the chargers was
identified to address that matter.
User preferences need to be considered. The
controlling algorithm cannot simply stop the
charging process of an EV because the vehicle
needs to be sufficiently charged when the EV
user wants to leave his home. However, it is
possible to slightly slow down the charging
process without influencing user comfort.
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On average an EV charge takes about 2h each
day while the EV is usually connected
overnight. Users should have the option to
choose for “fast charging” mode where full
power is guaranteed in case of emergencies.
This implementation requires the collection of
user preferences which was not considered for
the first prototype.

Communication and control
Voltage based load balancing requires voltage
measurements and charging stations that can
be remotely controlled. The Oud-Heverlee
demonstration uses the ABB A43 energy
monitor to collect energy data throughout the
demonstration houses. This data includes
voltage measurements on three phases. A
custom gateway developed by Th!nk E allowed
this data to be read out (over modbus protocol)
with a time resolution of 1 measurement per
second. They have a hardware-based
connection. The gateway contains the load
balancing logic and ensures measurement and
processing happens within the resident’s
premises
Once data has been collected the gateway
needs to be able to communicate with the
charging infrastructure. In the Oud-Heverlee
demonstration the ABB EVLUnic Pro (Figure 34)
is installed. This charging station can be
remotely programmed over UDP. It is possible
to request status reports and push new
setpoints to the charging station if the gateway
and the charging station are connected to the
same local network. One of these setpoints is
the maximum allowed current. By regulating
the maximum allowed current of the charging
station, the gateway is able to control the
requested power.
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3.2. Neighbourhood battery
The concept of the neighbourhood battery has
been discussed and analysed from a technical
and economic perspective over the past few
years. However, this installation represents the
first installed neighbourhood battery in
Belgium. The neighbourhood battery is a
Lithium polimer ABB battery of 90 kWh and 90
kW capacity.

From idea to understanding
Figure 34: ABB home charger.

The time resolution of one voltage
measurement (each second) allows for realtime load balancing of the local grid. The only
transmission delays that can occur are
between the KEBA charging solution and the
gateway, no external data transfer is
necessary. This is important, given the
challenging data communication from within
to outside of the residential buildings as
experienced before.
The first prototype has been developed in the
living lab at Oud-Heverlee. The gateway was
successful in controlling the charge profile of
one electric vehicle. The prototype was in the
process of being tested in the other buildings
before the COVID-19 pandemic forced the
country into lockdown and cars were only
exceptionally used.
The users were open to the control as the
algorithm would never completely interrupt
the charging process, only limit the power
supply. Their previous experience with
interruptions in charging due to black outs, was
that the chargers would not automatically
restart and hence the vehicles were not
charged as planned. This concern was
confirmed as valid based on previous
experiences of VITO, where complete
interruption of the charging process required a
manual intervention at the level of the charger
or the vehicle. Consequently, their pilot
participants dropped out due to the
inconvenience of non-charged cars.
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While a neighbourhood battery as such is no
new technology and its added value in an old
and overused grid is obvious, it is not easily
made understood. Even before any procedure
is launched with regards to permitting and
environmental registration, stakeholders have
to be aware of what the relevance of such
device might be, what the safety risks are and
which potential economic benefit the
organisers could receive that would prevent it
from being considered a societally relevant test
case. The start in such a procedure is the local
government. The municipality of Oud-Heverlee
has just above 11 000 inhabitants. While it is
close to Leuven, it has its own team of civil
servants on building regulation evaluation. The
team is understaffed and an uncommon
question as the planning regulation for a BESS
is not an easy to solve challenge. A local lawyer
was engaged to prepare the discussion and
assess the regulation with regards to the
implementation of the BESS. As such regulation
was missing, one could argue to there was
hence nothing that would prevent it from being
implemented. Or, one could argue that there
was no legal basis for its implementation.
The Flemish administration was engaged,
including the person responsible for the
integration of new and renewable energy
technology in the urban landscape. According
to this person, there was enough room in the
current legislation to enable the installation on
private or public property.
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Permitting
The exact location of the device in the street
was a challenge. A piece of land was bought for
this purpose as the available public land was
unsuitable (not accessible from a public road).
The piece of land has a steep entrance and like
for its neighbouring pieces, the intention was
to create an entrance at street level with a
width equal to the other entrances, being close
to 8 metres. Therefore, an official permit for
adapting the steep entrance was submitted in
close cooperation with all stakeholders so far
engaged. A complaint from an unexpected
entity was filed: the service of Nature & Forest
protection (Natuur & Bos) filed an appeal to the
provided permit, based on an article that
allows them to prevent the destruction of a
specific type of a steep entrance, namely a
naturally available steepness that prevents
erosion. Although it was obviously a wrong
classification, the action delayed the
permitting process by nearly 6 months. For that
reason, an alternative location was chosen: a
parking lot of a neighbour, which was big
enough to accommodate the battery and the
connection to the grid was easier due to the
proximity of an electricity pole. An agreement
was made to rent the parking lot for the
duration of the project.
During the period until the appeal, workshops
were organized with several stakeholders at
municipal, provincial and Flemish level to
further investigate the effective legal and
regulatory aspects of the integration of a
neighbourhood battery in the urban landscape.
It turned out that neighbourhood batteries do
not need a building permit and that there are
no restrictions with regards to the duration of
the battery being on the site. In order to install
the neighbourhood battery, a simple
environmental notification was needed.

From permit to effective connection
Two remaining agreements were to be made: a
contractual agreement with the DSO and a
suppliers contract.
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The DSO had been engaged since the start of
the pilot. Still, as this was the first gridconnected BESS, several departments within
the DSO were engaged all working on different
aspects and at different speeds. The openness
from the side of Th!nk E and ABB enabled a
smooth development towards a more than
relevant outcome: an addendum to the
standard connection contract, useable for any
future grid-connected BESS. The provisions in
the contract emphasized the need for gridsupport in the operation of the neighbourhood
battery and restricting specific behaviour that
would not align with this goal. More
specifically, the contract stipulated to not allow
injection at high voltages and not allow BESS
charging during periods of low voltage.
To assure the safe functioning of the battery in
the distribution network an additional safety
relay and a high frequency power quality meter
were to be installed on the side of the DSO.
Further on the EN 50160 Standard on Voltage
Characteristics in Public Distribution Systems
was followed to assure that the power quality
of the distribution line is maintained using the
neighbourhood battery.
Finally a contract with an energy supplier was
needed. Also this turned out to be less
straightforward. Large suppliers could not
provide a contract proposal, as the concept of
a BESS did not fit into any standard contracts.
A small supplier was able to resolve the matter
offering 2 contracts: a supply and an injection
contract. The supply tariff includes the price for
energy used, DSO and TSO grid costs and all
levies and taxes (including societal
contributions). In contrary to this, the injection
tariff includes only what the electricity supplier
is willing to pay for the energy that is injected
into the grid. In practice, this implies that
around 28 cents are to be paid for every kWh
that the battery takes from the grid, while only
about 4 cents are received for every kWh
injected back into the grid.
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Communication and Control
To fix the issue of high voltage variation, Th!nk
E turned again to a point-based control with
voltage measurements. Voltage measurement
at individual houses could have been used but
would still require coordinated local load
control to assure the power quality on the
distribution line is assured for the whole
neighbourhood.
Therefore, the neighbourhood battery was
installed in the middle of the line, having 13
households on one side towards the end of the
line and an additional 27 before the connection
to the substation. The voltage on all three
phases is measured at the neighbourhood
battery and a control algorithm is used, as will
be explained below, to control voltage
variation for this 230 V lines to be between +/5 % as is needed for normal operation.
At moments when too many loads are
operational on the line and the voltage is
dropping below this limit, the neighbourhood
battery is used for discharging to balance the
line. Likewise, in case of a high amount of
injection, the battery charges to balance local
demand and supply.
To assure these requirements are respected,
the following control limits are implemented:
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No injection with high voltages
o 230 V + 7% or 246 V
No consumption with low voltages
o 230 V – 7% or 214 V
If approaching the limit of 93%-107%
mean 10 minute rms values, the load is
kept the same and not suddenly
changed.
When the values of voltage on the grid
change, the load will be adapted
slowly.

Figure 35 ABB Neighbourhood battery installation in OudHeverlee demonstration site

A model predictive control was developed to
ensure the battery started its charging and
discharging optimally.

4. Operational phase
Due to a lengthy preparatory procedure, the
conditions for the neighbourhood battery were
only met at the end of 2019. The
neighbourhood battery was installed and
started operation mid February 2020, i.e. just 4
weeks before the country went into lock-down.
The commissioning and control testing went
smoothly. Operation continued during the
lock-down, though resolving technical issues
took a bit more time due to the new modus
operandi.
The operation of the BESS suffered from minor
technical hick-ups, but high-frequency
measurements as performed by the DSO
indicated a high peak demand on several
occasions. The DSO reported those end of May
2020 and it was soon clear that the demands of
up to 100 Amp were related to the start of the
HVAC. A soft-starter was added to resolve the
issue and the BESS continued its operation with
minor further technical issues.
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Late
September
2020,
the
battery
manufacturer organized a replacement of the
batteries themselves, which was postponed
until the end of the pilot in order to do it at
ABBs factory after the BESS had been returned
there.

5. Results
Implementing the control based on the voltage
measurements has been shown to be
successful in improving the power quality of
the distribution line.
While, through the Story project there are
measurements of the line voltage in the OudHeverlee neighbourhood for the period from
2017 to mid 2019, it is important to mention
that the time resolution of these
measurements is on hourly bases and with
time interruptions for the mentioned period.

b)

c)

In order to show the difference in the
distribution line power quality before and after
the neighbourhood battery is installed, voltage
measurements of the three phases for April
2018 are presented in Figure 5. Analysis of the
voltage variations shows that due to the use of
multiple high loads (EV charging at the same
time), there is a decrease in the line voltage
below 10 % optimal value.
Figure 6. Voltage variations on three phases (blue, green,
orange) of the distribution line in Oude Heverlee, b)
neighbourhood battery charging and discharging
behavior and c) battery state of charge in April 2020, after
the neighbourhood battery has been installed.

Figure 5. Example of voltage variations on three phases
(blue, green, orange) of the distribution line in Oude
Heverlee in April 2018.

Installation of the neighbourhood battery
improved the power quality of the line, as can
be seen from example voltage variation for
three phases for April 2020 (Figure 6).
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a)

As can be seen from Figure 6a) the
implemented control keeps the line voltage
between 10 % variation from 230 V. In cases
when the voltage decreases to – 7% the battery
is activated to discharge (Figure 6b) and SOC
decrease (Figure 6c). On the other hand as the
line voltage increases to + 7 % of 230 V, or 246
V, the battery is used for charging and SOC
increases.
Based on the variation in the state of charge
(Figure 6c) it can be seen that the sizing of the
neighbourhood battery is optimal for the OudHeverlee application.
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The Oud-Heverlee neighbourhood presented
here is an ideal case of a weak distribution line
where installation of the neighbourhood
battery can lead to improved end of line power
quality and potential for an increase in flexible
technology installation (renewable energy, EVs
etc.) However, the complex installation
procedure as well as the comparison of the
price of the battery to the distribution line
improvement makes for a non-optimal
business case.

6. Conclusions
learned

and

Following are lessons learned based on the
planning and implementation of the
neighbourhood Oud- Heverlee demonstration:
Technical insights:


lessons

While the monitoring results are discussed in
the monitoring chapters, the demonstration
showed to be highly relevant also with regards
to the non-technical outcomes.
End-consumers showed a decisively higher
willingness to invest in renewable energy. The
battery served as a kind of visual trigger and
out of the 13 houses, 4 already had PV, 4
additionally installed PV following the BESS
integration and one more will as part of
ongoing remodelling works.
Although the official opening of the BESS with
the Flemish minister of energy was cancelled
due to COVID-19, the BESS was widely covered
in the media. As a consequence, a lot of
questions came with regards to the business
case. Though, an in-depth assessment in
cooperation with the DSO and the regulator
revealed that for Belgium in its current status
of low integration of RES and being far from
having reached maximum grid reinforcement
or even costly grid reinforcement, a BESS is not
the first choice. Today, a neighourhood battery
should be considered as a temporal solution
until grid reinforcement has been executed.
This demonstration shows that improvements
of power quality on the low distribution
network can be done in a simple and cheaper
way by low level control based on voltage
measurements on central as well as decentral
devices. Focusing on local weaknesses and
especially temporal situations and having
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multiple neighbourhood batteries acting in a
coordinated manner can create benefits at
medium and even high voltage levels and can
increase the penetration of decentralized and
centralized renewables.

Important is that testing and
developments focus on ensuring a fair
distribution of impact, compensating
for the normal deviations as a function
of the connection location on the line.

Economical insights




If low voltage grids are well-sized and
congestion is not an issue, there is little
value for a neighbourhood battery.
Also, in relation to the business case it
is shown that cable replacements are
still a less expensive option.
Services that the neighbourhood
battery can offer to the grid are not yet
remunerated. The European Clean
Energy Package foresees such services
and market to be established as part of
article 32 of the recently amended
Internal Market for Electricity
directive. With such a market DSOs
could give price signals based on the
local grid needs and would be obliged
to develop some kind of remuneration
schemes.

Organisational insights:


Implementation of this installation
represented a learning process for all
involved stakeholders. Due to this, a
significant amount of time and effort
was spent on raising awareness,
discussion and knowledge transfer
with various Flemish institutions.
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The absence of any regulation,
permitting legislation, pricing or even
any precedent with regards to a BESS
connected to the grid, made this pilot
particularly challenging.
The expertise of the local municipality
was mainly focused on assessing
building permitting requests. The
potential
relevance
of
a
neighbourhood battery was unknown
to them and their skills were not in the
field of electricity supply.
Large suppliers could not provide a
contract proposal, as the concept of a
BESS did not fit into any standard
contract.

Consequences due to covid-19
The first Belgian lockdown in March 2020
delayed the roll-out of the controlling
algorithm to the demonstration houses. Not
only was the testing process of the prototype
delayed, EVs were no longer used because
participants were not allowed to leave their
homes. Furthermore, it was not possible to
enter the homes at the demonstration site to
solve technical issues.
Up until several months after the first
lockdown the traditional EV consumption
profile
could
be
recognized.
The
implementation of a low-level load balancing
algorithm would have little influence on the
local grid as EVs and other mobility solutions
were still rarely used. Because of this the rollout of the low-level voltage controlled load
balancing has been suspended and few lessons
could be learned from the implementation and
operation.
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1. Introduction
Globally, industry is the largest energy
consuming sector and in 2016 accounts for
about 37% of final energy consumption (IEA
2008). Improvements in energy efficiency in
the industrial sector offer major advantages for
environmental goals achievement because it is
more concentrated in terms of entity numbers
and often a small number of big energyintensive enterprises consume the majority of
energy in the sector. Achieving improvements
in energy efficiency in industry can make a
significant contribution to solving local,
national and global energy problems.

and industrial consumption at the lowest price,
are supported by energy storage systems (ESS).
These allow an optimal energy balance
between generation and loads and additional
grid services, such as peak shaving or
congestion management, to improve the
overall energy system efficiency.

2. Objectives
The main goal of the Spanish pilot plant is to
demonstrate the added value of energy
storage by reducing the demand charge of the
factory, which in occasions rises up to 60% of
the electricity bill. To achieve this main goal, a
peak shaving strategy is applied in the
demonstrator comprising a Li-Ion battery of 50
kW/200 kWh and a PV plant of 112.70 kWp and
demand charges in the range of 250-280 kW.
Additionally, PV energy is managed in order to
optimise its use according to the electricity
tariff periods.
The business case based on electricity bill
savings is here analysed in order to quantify the
energy storage’s added value and to assess the
system profitability.

3. The installation
Previously to the STORY project, a PV plant was
operative in Exkal factory for self-consumption
purposes. In order to improve the local
resources use and increase the profitability of
the plant according to the STORY goals, a
Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) has been
installed Figure 36. Scheme of the STORY
demonstrator in Exkal factory (Spain).

Additionally, competitiveness of industrial
sector is also dependent on the energy prices
since manufacturing costs can be largely
affected by energy prices mostly for energy
intensive industries.
Both goals, environmental and economic, can
be achieved by using local renewable energies
optimally managed to maximise their
contribution to the overall consumption and to
improve their reliability. Energy Management
Strategies, to match the renewable generation
38

Figure 36. Scheme of the STORY demonstrator in Exkal
factory (Spain).
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Thus, the STORY demonstrator comprises a PV
plant for electricity production, a Li-ion battery
including the associated power electronics
system, a PLC which is the controller of the
plant and supporting infrastructure related to
communications and monitoring.

3.1. PV plant
A PV plant of 112.70 kWp was already installed
in Exkal factory for self-consumption purposes
since 2013. The PV plant comprised 23 strings
of 20 modules in series, adding a total of 460
modules (LW 245, Lightway) and a surface of
747 m2.
The inverter was an Ingecon Sun 100 from
Ingeteam with a voltage range of 405-750 V
and rated power of 100 kW AC. The plant was
managed by an Energy Management System
(EMS) of Ingeteam implemented in the inverter
which was removed for the STORY
demonstrator development.

Figure 38.Li-ion battery by SAFT in the Exkal factory
demonstrator

The selected Li-ion battery of SAFT is composed
of two Intensium Mini E 26S, each of them
consisting of 26 modules, which are divided
into 4 strings or blocks (4 units BMM),
controlled by 1 master manager (MBMM). The
main characteristics of the battery are listed in
Table 6.
Table 6. Characteristics of the Li-ion battery in Exkal
factory demonstrator

Intensium® Mini E with 2 x
26 Synerior 24E modules
2 units
Installed Energy (Beginning
of Life) C/3 rate, +25°C
222 kWh

Figure 37. View of the Exkal factory and the PV plant
installed in the roof

3.2. Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)
The sizing of the Li-ion battery (50 kW/200
kWh) was performed according to the annual
Exkal loads and PV generation, with the aim of
covering as many power peaks as possible
using the locally generated PV energy.
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Maximum
Continuous
(over 30s) discharge power 408 kW
at +25°C, 50% SOC
Maximum
Continuous
(over 30s) charge power at 112 kW
+25°C, 50% SOC
Rated nominal DC voltage, 655 V
50% SOC
Minimum DC voltage

546 V

Maximum DC voltage

728 V

Lifetime at +20°C perm

> 15 years

Operating temperature

-20°C to +55°C

Storage temperature

-20°C to +55°C

Weight

1,950 kg
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The battery is connected to the network
throughout a Power Converter Supply (PCS) by
Cinergia (60 kVA) which operates the battery
according to the setpoints defined by the
Master Control.
The main characteristics of the PCS are:



















Three-phase network side converter (400V
@ 50Hz)
Nominal power 60kVA
Power factor between 0.9 and -0.9
One single DC channel for connection of
Lithium battery with BMS
Limits voltage in the DC channel from
50VDC to 700VDC.
DC 150A maximum current side
Maximum power side DC 50kW
Power overload capacity on AC side (25%
for 10 minutes, 50% for 1 minute)
Power overload capacity on the DC side
(25% for 10 minutes, 50% for 1 minute) as
long as current limits are respected
There is no type of galvanic isolation in the
converter.
Battery charge / discharge management is
done from the master of the micro
network together with the BMS.
Specific BMS protocol for the lithium
battery determined by the customer
(isolated CAN).
The converter is a gateway for CAN
messages between the master and the
battery.
Communication protocol with the system
MASTER (MODBUS TCP / IP)

Figure 39. SCADA of Exkal factory’s demonstrator

The General Controller acts as a gateway and it
is formed by one PLC (Programmable Logic
Controller) and two workstations that
accomplish server tasks.
The battery inverter, the battery system and
the photovoltaic inverter integrate their own
primary control to maintain the stability of
critical processes of the individual systems. In a
second control level, if a critical situation is
detected in the overall system, the most
suitable action will be taken by the PLC.
All the variables of the components are
acquired by the PLC and shared with the OPC
server through the specific driver for Siemens
S7-300 series. The SCADA server integrates an
OPC client that reads data from the OPC server.
Data is logged into the database, and both
historical and current values are published for
SCADA clients.

3.3. Master Control, ICTs and monitoring
system
The overall plant, including PV generation and
energy storage, is managed by a Master
Control (General Controller) that corresponds
to the second level or local control in the STORY
project and visualized in a SCADA, both
developed by CENER. Additionally, ICTs and
monitoring systems allow the supervision and
operation of the plant in real time and the
analysis of KPIs.
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Figure 40. ICTs and monitoring systems architecture in
Exkal factory demonstrator

SCADA server logs data to the STORY database
by BaseN to accomplish the KPIs analysis.
STORY database management system includes
web services for both logging and database
queries purposes.
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The gateway developed by CENER logs data to
the database through HTTP protocol and JSON
format. SCADA clients and server have been
developed on LabVIEW.
The communication inside the site is Modbus
over TCP/IP with bandwidth requirements of
60kb/s, with 10Hz (100ms) measurement and
control cycle. The system is bi-directional, with
the general controller handling and setting the
control variables (write registers) on the actual
devices which support bi-directional data flow.
The external access from the system to both
STORY database and DSO is over Internet.
Estimated reachability SLA for site is 99.9%
(8.75h downtime/year) with the system
providing a local backup logic for safe
operation during communications downtime.
Power generation hardware and General
Controller communicate through MODBUS
TCP/IP. The General Controller acts as master
while other devices act as slaves. So as to right
energy management, the General Controller
also communicates with watt-meters/grid
analysers to know loads demand.
The Li-ion battery has its own BMS (Battery
Management System) which communicates
with other devices through CAN bus. The BMS
shares with the PCS necessary data for safe and
proper system operation. Furthermore, the
PCS acts as a bridge between CAN bus and
MODBUS, publishing all relevant data of the
battery system and sharing it with the General
Controller.

4. Operation strategy
Due to the Spanish regulatory framework
regarding self-consumption and energy
storage systems application, the management
strategy has been developed gradually starting
from a simple electric energy balance
formulation, called the basic energy
management strategy, to a more complex
management based on genetic algorithms. The
major objectives of the strategy are:
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To increase renewable energy usage: to
rationally maximise the use of renewable
energy produced on-site through the Li-ion
Battery.
Daily predictive identification of energy
supply flows (energy production systems)
based on energy costs and weather data.
Peak shaving: energy demand over a
threshold is withdrawn from the Li-ion
Battery.
Energy schedule prediction (time shifting):
shifting energy (production, storage and
consumption), considering tariffs and
weather forecast, to the most convenient
time.

The main aspects as well as some simulation
results are discussed in the following sections.

4.1. Energy management strategies
According to the Spanish Royal Decree
900/2015, the charge of BESS from the grid in
self-consumption plants is forbidden and
depending on the plant type, the excess of
energy (PV generation) cannot be fed into the
grid. The basic energy management strategy is
defined to comply with these restrictions and
takes into consideration the tariff periods to
make decisions regarding the charge and
discharge processes of the battery. Essentially
the battery is charged during valley hours with
the PV energy excess while it is discharged
during peak hours to reduce the demand
charge as much as possible. Additionally, a
better use of the PV energy is carried out when
possible by applying a time shifting strategy.
Along 2018 changes in the Spanish regulation
have been proposed to approve a new Royal
Decree
for
self-consumption.
Major
modifications include the backup toll
elimination, simplification of administrative
burdens, cooperative self-consumption and
most important, the capacity of applying peak
shaving with storage and charging BESS from
the grid.
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In accordance to this, CENER developed an
advanced energy management strategy
including renewable generation and power
demand forecasting, and the additional
possibility of BESS recharging from the grid.
This strategy has the same main goals than the
basic one, peak shaving and time shifting, but
the new features allow optimising the PV
energy use according to the electricity price to
maximise the bill savings.

4.2. Simulations
Both strategies have been simulated to check
their suitability previously to be implemented
in the plant.
For the basic strategy, considering the original
200 kW peak demand in Exkal, results reveal
that the BESS is charged along the week-end
and fully discharged in the beginning of each
Monday. During working days the PV energy
excess available to charge the BESS is only a 3.5
%.
The advanced strategy was developed and
simulated under different case studies with the
demand charge (peak power) reduction goal. In
Figure 41 the results obtained for the two
working shifts case is presented.

Figure 41. Power and SOC evolution (28th-3th
November2013) of case study (two working shifts in Exkal
factory)

The Li-ion Battery power setpoint value is
established by calculating the amount of power
that the battery has to release in order to avoid
exceeding a maximum power value (cut
power).
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The cut power of each tariff period is calculated
at the beginning of the month using the
renewable generation and the demand profile
predicted for the first seven days. If the cut
power of any period is exceeded, the value of
this new peak power is set as cut power
threshold in this period for the rest of the
month. The strategy aims to keep the demand
charge of each period below the values of their
cut power, giving a special priority to cover
overconsumptions in the high tariff periods of
the day. The cut power values computed for
each different tariff periods are presented in
Table 7.
The cut power value for the peak tariff period
is reduced to 138 kW which corresponds to a
reduction of about 50%.

Table 7. Values of cut power applied in case study

Cut Power (kW)
Valley

Flat

Peak

231

221

138

5. Monitoring process
Since the incorporation of the Li-ion battery
system to the factory, data has been registered
in BaseN’s database. This data included
information about all the elements of the
system: PV generation, Li-ion battery, load
demand and PCC.
However, several communication and control
issues between the battery BMS and the power
converter resulted in discontinuous operation
of the energy storage system. Consequently,
the overall system availability factor and data
registration were highly impacted.
After evaluating data availability of battery
operation, different periods were selected:
some during the first half and the others during
the second half of 2018. Luckily, these periods
were located before and after of the regulatory
change that allowed to feed energy into the
grid. This fact enabled a valuable comparison
between both scenarios.
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As can be seen in Figure 42, during the first half
of the year, the PV and ESS operation are
adjusted to avoid feeding energy into the grid.
This causes PV to be limited in its generation on
a regular basis, wasting locally produced
energy.
Following the regulatory change in mid-year,
this limitation was removed, allowing for a
more flexible operation of the system, in which
it is no longer necessary to maintain a
restrictive strategy.

Figure 43. Daily operation during winter semester

This schedule favours the natural coordination
of the PV and the battery, charging renewable
energy during the flat period to return that
energy during the peak period in the evening.
It is worth noting that no export of energy
appears in the case without battery, because
the PV inverter would always limit the
generation to avoid feeding energy into the
grid.

Figure 42. Power at the PCC during 2018

In the following figures, system operation
profiles are shown throughout different
periods of the year 2018.

Figure 43 shows the average resulting power at
the PCC with and without the battery
contribution along the first months of the year.
The vertical lines depict the limits between the
tariff periods during the winter semester:
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P3 (valley) 0:00 – 8:00
P2 (flat) 8:00 – 17:00, 23:00 – 24:00
P1 (peak) 17:00 – 23:00

As a result, the battery operation manages to
reduce demand and energy charge during the
peak period at the end of the month, while
energy charge is increased in the flat period.
Figure 44 belongs to the second half of the
year, once the export of energy into the grid is
allowed. In this case the peak tariff is shifted to
the period 10:00 – 16:00, as applies to the
summer semester.

Figure 44. Daily operation during summer semester

The case without battery shows a regular
export of energy into the grid during the peak
period, though it is not remunerated. The EMS
tries to avoid this situation, taking advantage of
this energy for later use.
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In this case energy charge is increased during
the peak period, in order to reduce demand
and energy charge in the flat period of the
evening, when the highest power demand at
the PCC occurred.
The algorithm of the EMS does not seem to find
the night charging option cost-effective
according to the tariffs in place, as it is shown
in the picture.
In any case, the sizing of the power converter
seems to fit very well in relation with the
battery capacity and the current power needs
for peak shaving. According to the histogram
shown in Figure 45, the distribution of
measured power values at the battery
converter does not show a concentration of
frequency at the maximum and minimum
power values, as would be expected from a
small sized power converter.

Otherwise, the accumulation of values close to
zero, corresponding to the operation at rest
would make it difficult to appreciate the rest of
the data. According to the chosen sign
convention, the negative values correspond to
the battery charge.
Figure 46, on the other hand, shows a
histogram of the battery SOC values obtained
in the August-September studied period. In it,
we can see how the most repeated values
correspond to the maximum and minimum
permitted states of charge.
This behaviour is logical, given that when the
battery is fully charged or discharged, it
normally waits several hours to do the opposite
cycle when required.

On the contrary, since the power of the
converter was originally sized for a higher
demand, the system could perfectly operate
with a lower power now that the demand has
been reduced. This can be deduced by
observing the concentration of the operating
frequency values mainly in the range of -20 +20 kW.
Figure 46. Battery SOC histogram

6. Key Results
At the beginning of the project, the factory's
power demand reached 200 kW on a daily
basis. After several changes in the structure
and organisation of the factory, the demand
has been reduced considerably. This fact has
been confirmed as very positive for the results
obtained from the operation of the system.
Figure 45. Battery power histogram

Values between -2 and +2 kW have been
removed from the figure for a better
interpretation of the data.
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According to the previous simulations
described in the preceding sections, the
battery only had surplus energy to charge
during the weekends. This limited the capacity
to provide energy from the battery only on
Mondays, generally.
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Due to the reduction in electricity demand,
there is currently a greater amount of surplus
energy that can be used in photovoltaic
generation, which can be shifted over time to
obtain savings in the bill.
One of the problems first identified was the
appearance of continuous peaks in the demand
profile. These occurred every few minutes
throughout the day and were associated with
factory equipment constantly starting and
stopping, introducing significant disturbances
to the power required. Due to the speed of
these sudden peaks, the control of the system's
equipment, specifically the photovoltaic and
the battery, were not able to respond in time,
resulting in undesired energy exports to the
grid. In order to avoid this problem caused by
small communication and control delays, a
coverage strategy for the EMS had to be
designed. This strategy consisted of always
maintaining a minimum threshold of grid
consumption, so that any sudden changes
would not result in negative consumption. The
limitation imposed by this approach did not
allow the full energy shift capacity of the
storage system to be exploited.
Fortunately, the regulatory change made it
unnecessary to continue with this defensive
strategy and from then on the operation of the
system was able to offer greater flexibility and
impact in the form of results.
Figure 47 shows the reduction obtained for the
maximeter values throughout the winter
months, when the peak period occurs in the
evening.

The values shown correspond to three
reference cases, which are also used in the
following tables. The first case corresponds to
the initial situation of the factory, before the
installation of the renewable generation. The
second case corresponds to the system prior to
the start of the project, which already included
the photovoltaic installation. Finally, the third
case corresponds to the complete system,
including the energy storage system.
As expected, the addition of photovoltaics does
not provide a benefit in terms of power
reduction during peak periods, as they
practically do not coincide in time. On the other
hand, the use of the battery represents almost
a 6% reduction in the maximum power
registered during this period, as it is capable of
storing surpluses in the hours prior to the peak
period that can be used later according to the
strategy set.

7. Conclusions
learned

Loads
(kW)
Loads-PV
(kW)
LoadsPV+Bat
(kW)
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Feb

Mar

Average
reduction

76.5 80.9

85.5

76.5 80.5

85.3

-0.25%

70.8 78.7

79.4

-5.76%

lessons

Listed below are the main conclusions and
lessons learned over the period of operation of
the system:




Figure 47. Peak period maximeter power values (Jan-Mar)

Jan

and



Factories are living elements and
predictions made beforehand while
designing the system may not be valid later
on. Therefore, energy management
systems must be able to adapt and, if
necessary,
recalculate
operating
parameters that may have been altered.
A 200,000€ battery is as fragile or
dependent as its weakest link of the chain,
which in this case is communications
The integration of equipment from
different manufacturers is an unresolved
task that is usually a headache for both the
installer and the user. Problems often arise
especially in the area of communications
and control.
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The energy management systems are
another of the critical points of this type of
application. For the algorithms on which
they are based to work correctly, they must
be designed and parameterised for the
specific case in which they are going to
operate. That is, they must be adapted to
the regulatory and market framework that
applies to the target factory. This makes
detailed ad-hoc programming necessary,
unless the EMS responsible for the
operation has easily configurable default
cases.
Within organisations there are different
levels of involvement with the operation of
such a system. In practice, when problems
arise, having a direct contact in the field
that provides a responsive service can
make a significant difference to the success
of the implementation.
There is potential for this type of solutions
with storage. Specifically in Spain a large
market has been opened, which will
operate in the coming years, related to
self-consumption linked to battery storage
and the development of the aggregator
figure, as a storage manager, services, etc.
with the new RDL 23/2020
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8. Annex 1 – Evolution of the
Spanish
regulatory
framework during the STORY
project
HISTORY, EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF
A REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The evolution and develop to achieve a mature
regulatory framework has followed these steps
and has been closely linked to the development
of the STORY project itself and has influenced
the adaptation of our targets:
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RD 1955/2000 that regulates the
activities of production, transport,
distribution of electrical energy and RD
1699/11 that regulates small power
production facilities. Both established
the technical requirements that the
installation must meet depending on
whether the contracted power was
higher than 100 kW or not. They also
established the connection and access
procedure.
RD 842/2002 of Low Voltage
installations, RD 337/2014 of High
Voltage
installations
and
RD
1110/2007 of measuring points.
Law 24/2013, of the Electricity Sector
that includes the definition of selfconsumption in Article 9 as
consumption of electricity from
generation facilities connected inside a
consumer network or through a direct
line of electricity associated with a
consumer and distinguishes several
modes of self-consumption.
RD 9/2013 created by the Ministry of
Energy for the administrative register
of self-consumption of electric energy.
RD 413/2014 that regulates production
through renewable energy.

RD 900/2015 was a difficult text to understand,
as it regulates the administrative, technical and
economic conditions of self-consumption and
storage.
In theory it was a text motivated by the
development of distributed generation, but
trying to minimize the possible negative
impacts of it, with 3 big obstacles such as:
1. The process of legalization of facilities
was more expensive and much more
complex at the bureaucratic level.
2. The same holder of the supply point
must be the owner of all the
generation facilities. This blocked the
possibility of having a selfconsumption photovoltaic installation
in a community of neighbours, which
feeds the homes of each neighbour.
The only way was to have a community
photovoltaic installation to power the
common services of the community of
neighbours.
3. All self-consumption facilities had to
pay a tax for the energy generated and
self-consumed, called “Sun Tax”. The
justification for taxing self-consumed
energy was the support or back-up
service provided by the electrical
system to ensure that the selfconsumer can continue to cover their
consumption by buying energy from
the electricity grid when there was no
sun. But this back-up support to the
system was already paid by all
consumers for the energy consumed,
by two concepts included in our
electricity bill: power term and
capacity payments.
After three years of claims to the
Administration, the government eliminated
the “Sun Tax”, with the RDL 15/2018 and
responded to most of the requests that were
demanded:
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The right to consume electricity
without charge is recognized, as well
as, the right to shared selfconsumption is recognized, and the
principle of administrative and
technical simplification is introduced.
Self-consumed renewable energy was
exempt from all types of charges and
tolls.
Installations without discharge to a
network of up to 100 kW will be
executed in accordance with the
provisions of the Low Voltage
Electrotechnical Regulation.
The maximum penalty will be the
highest between the following two
amounts: 10% of the annual billing for
electricity consumption or 10% of the
billing for the energy discharged to the
grid.
But RD 15/2018 clearly indicates that
the “energy discharged to the grid”
must have its compensation. However,
the creation of the procedure to be
used for this compensation, or net
balance, was pending.

On April 6th 2019, RD 244/2019 for selfconsumption (and storage) in Spain was
published to become the base of distributed
generation and renewable energies.
RD 244/2019 regulates the administrative,
technical and economic conditions of selfconsumption in Spain. This rule supplements
the regulatory framework promoted by Royal
Decree-Law 15/2018.
Among the many novelties, it is worth
highlighting:
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Reduces and simplifies administrative
procedures, especially in the case of
small self-consumers (installations up
to 15kW or up to 100kW, in case of
self-consumption without surpluses).
It introduces the figure of collective
self-consumption in such a way that



several consumers can associate with
the same generation plant, distributing
the energy with fixed coefficients,
which will allow, with a simple process
for the client, self-consumption
projects with a greater use of energy.
Explain a variant of the net balance. It
explains the compensation of the
energy produced and not consumed in
installations of 100 kW maximum
under the concept of “simplified
compensation of surpluses”.

The difference between the previous
compensation “net balance” and the new
definition of RD 244/2019 lies on the fact that
the surplus energy is not going to be watt to
watt, but it is going to be an economic
compensation for spilled watt that will be
deducted from the electric bill.
As a result, local economic activity and
employment will be increased due to its
distributed nature. In addition, it will facilitate
the entry and participation of citizens in the
electricity system.

This RD 244/2019 divides the self-consumption
into 2 modalities




Self-consumption supply without
surplus. There is only one subject
(consumer) that must coincide with
the owner of the installation. An antisurplus energy discharge mechanism
must be installed. Up to 100 kW will be
executed as established in the REBT.
Self-consumption
supply
with
surpluses. Surplus generation may be
poured into the transport and
distribution
network.
Two
subcategories are distinguished:
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o

o

Modality of surplus with
compensation. A net billing is
made between the surplus
energy generated and the
deficit consumed from the
network. Each at the price that
corresponds to it according to
the contract with the retailer.
The installed power must be
less than 100 kW. In addition,
they cannot benefit from any
additional
remuneration
system. Both individual and
collective self-consumers can
adhere to this modality.
Surplus
mode
without
compensation. In this case, all
surplus energy, which is
poured into the grid, is sold
through a marketer or
aggregator at a market price,
called POOL.

Last step has been Royal Decree‑Law 23/2020.
On June 23rd 2020, Spanish Government
approved the Royal Decree‑Law 23/2020,
which approves measures in the field of the
energy for the economic reactivation after the
coronavirus crisis, which represent a boost to
the renewable energies.
One of the included topics is the new design of
the renewable energy auctions, in which the
remuneration price of the energy of the new
renewable energy facilities will be determined.
The RDL also regulates the figure of the
electricity storage, which will make it possible
to take advantage of the important solar and
wind resources available in Spain and avoid the
loss of manageability of the system that
involves the massive implementation of
non‑manageable renewable energy generation
and the closure of thermal power plants.
Other notable topics included in the RDL are
the establishment of a framework that
facilitates the processing of the access and
connection to the electricity grid permits, the
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introduction of the hybridisation of renewable
energy technologies, of the independent
aggregators and of the renewable energy
communities and the simplified authorisation
of R&D&i projects.
EVOLUTION OF EXKAL’S TARGETS: A FLEXIBLE
PROJECT
The STORY project started for EXKAL as an
adaptation of its 100 kW photovoltaic
installation, implemented in 2013, under the
cover of the RD 842/2002 and Low Voltage
Technical Regulation and, taking advantage, of
the existing legal loophole, which left the
energy storage facilities, in an out of law
situation (not mentioned expressly in Law),
almost as anecdotal R&D&i projects.
Initially, the goal of our demo was to reduce
the peak power demand of EXKAL's in its
monthly electricity bill, as well as eliminate
costs of excess power due to machinery startup.
With the advent of the aforementioned RD
900/15, the whole system was backed by this
new legislation, no longer being in an out of law
situation (not mentioned expressly in Law).
But on the other hand, this self-consuming
energy management, either directly from
photovoltaics or batteries, had fees, known as
“Sun Tax”, which limited the economic viability
of the project or its replicability in the future,
without the support of EU funds.
Later, with 2 new laws, RDL 15/2018 and RD
244/19, the right to consume electricity
without charge was recognized, as well as, the
right to store self-consumption energy exempt
from all types of charges and tolls.
But the qualification of our facility within the
new legislative framework, such as a selfconsumption
facility
with
surplus
compensation, caused a change in the
operation strategy of the battery in order to
optimize the economic benefits.
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This was because the surplus compensation
mechanism indicated by law made the
electricity distribution network itself doing the
storage function, compensating the surplus
kWh injected into the grid with kWh demanded
monthly, which does not amortise the
investment in a battery storage system, such as
ours.
Our battery operation management strategy
was changed so that the battery was charged,
either from the grid or photovoltaic, at periods
of the day when the cost of energy was lower
and the accumulated energy of the battery was
injected to the internal grid to cover the
consumption of the company's production
process in periods when the cost of energy was
higher.
On the other hand, new business opportunities
have appeared, some of them including battery
storage, due to legislative changes, such as
collective self-consumption or the possibility of
becoming aggregators who can manage energy
generated by renewable means and
accumulated in industrial batteries, which can
be sold via PPA (Power Purchase Agreement)
contracts or similar, to other nearby industries.
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1. Introduction
The rapid emergence of distributed energy
resources (DER), installed mainly in low voltage
(LV) networks, poses new challenges to
distribution system operators (DSO). Besides
regular voltage quality provision, new load
balancing solutions are becoming one of the
most important future DSO operational
concepts to address those challenges.
Rapidly developing storage technologies are
with no doubt among the tools to provide the
future load balancing measures and already
paving its way into distribution LV networks.
Elektro Gorenjska d.d. (EG) is an active partner
of STORY H2020 project entitled “Added value
of STORage in distribution sYstem” and leads
the demonstration of a flexible and robust use
of a medium-scale battery energy storage
system (BESS). The BESS is currently installed in
a residential-type of LV network with high
penetration of distributed generation.
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2. The concept
The main goal of the Slovenian field tests is the
demonstration of flexible and robust use of
medium-scale BESS connected in residential
and industrial distribution LV network types.
The demos aim to demonstrate the ease of
BESS integration in the existing infrastructure
(including interoperability), controlling and
managing the BESS and its cooperation with
the devices in the system (in this case the
MV/LV transformer and the PV units in the LV
feeders), a high degree of self-sufficiency of the
LV grid connected to the MV/LV transformer
station, ensuring maximum economic
efficiency (return on investment) of BESS
application in decentralised energy production,
the potential in supporting the regime of the
PV production, a high degree of self-sufficiency
of BESS in combination with PV production,
peak demand control within the LV system
within the daily load diagram and reduction of
line congestion.
This chapter summarises the demonstration of
a BESS connected in Suha, in a residential LV
distribution grid.

3. The installation
3.1. Demo site topology
The medium-scale BESS for the demo case was
connected to 20/0,4 kV MV/LV transformer
station supplying the Suha village residential LV
grid in the vicinity of the Kranj city.
Suha village LVN is an example of a 0,4 kV rural
cable network without overhead lines and with
high penetration of PV generation. The cable
network topology, the locations of PV units and
20/0,4 kV MV/LV transformer station is
depicted in Figure 48.
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20 kV Siemens ring main unit 8DJH
with motor
0.4 kV switchboard
TS remote control system.

Figure 48. LVN SUHA topology, PV and transformer
locations.

Several power network analysers are already
installed within the network for the on-line
monitoring and control purposes, with the data
registration time interval of one-minute. Due
to expected STORY project requirements,
additional power network analysers were
installed on the two remaining PV locations
Power plants nominal power data are shown in
Table 8.
Table 8. PV data

Photovoltaic power plant
PV Basaj
PV Ahčin
PV Bassol
PV Žibert
PV Vrhunc
PV Urh
PV Hudobivnik
Total nominal power

Figure 49. TS casing

The BESS unit is connected to one of the spare
LV feeder connections via Point of Common
Coupling (PCC) cabinet. PCC consists of a main
circuit breaker with network protection relay,
remote control terminal unit and main system
process controller.

3.3. BESS description
Active power
29 kW
22 kW
15 kW
22 kW
50 kW
22 kW
50 kW
210 kW

The BESS is designed to provide nominal power
of 170kW and a gross installed energy capacity
of 552 kWh (net storage capacity of 450 kWh),
and it is ready for outdoor installation.

BESS functionalities
The BESS system main functionalities are
shown in Table 9:
Table 9. BESS functionalities

3.2. Transformer station 20/0,4 kV
T0248 Suha transformer station (TS) is a typical
standardised EG 20/0.4 kV transformer station.
As shown in Figure 49, the TS comprises:
-
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Transformer concrete casing TSN TPRC type
20/0.4 kV, 400 kVA OLTC transformer
(Schneider - Minera SGrid)

Functionality
Peak Shaving (Main functionality)
Islanding (not applied in Suha demo)
Black Start (not applied in Suha demo)
Reactive power compensation*
Harmonic Compensation* - specific for 5th
Harmonic
Load Balancing*
Tertiary Reserve
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* - Reactive power compensation, harmonic
compensation
and
load
balancing
functionalities require current measurement
signals from the distribution transformer.

System Layout
BESS construction is modular, single elements
as indicated in Table 10.
Table 10. Elements composing the BESS

Item

Apparatus

Electrical
elements

Converter

Technical Data

Power Converter
System (PCS)
Battery
Battery Racks
AC / Control Including control
Panel
systems and AC
protections
DC Cabinet Including
DC
protections
Container
MECB-type
Control
MCU
Master Control
Elements
Unit
EMS
Energy
Management
System
BBMS
Bank
Battery
Management
System
Rack BMS
Rack
Battery
Management
System
Module
Module Battery
BMS
Management
System
PCS Control ESI Manager
A simplified BESS connection scheme is
presented in Figure 50.

The salient features of the BESS are described
in Table 11.
Table 11 . BESS System salient features

System parameter
Total
Installed
Power (kW)
Power per ESI unit
(kW)
Range of Power
Factor

Value
170 kW @400 Vac
85 kW @400 Vac

Fully inductive to fully
capacitive 100% P(kW)
or Q(kvar)
Total
Installed 552 kWh @ BoL –
Energy (kWh)
Beginning of life
Installed Energy per 91,3 KWh
Rack (kWh)
Total Usable Energy 58% of Total Installed
@BoL - 4 wires
Energy
@
BoL
(discharge 1 C)
Inverter
Parasitic 2.5% of Losses @ Rated
Loads
Power
Battery
Parasitic 2% of Losses @ Rated
Loads
Energy
Auxiliaries Parasitic 1.5% of Losses @ Rated
Loads (LV)
Power / Energy
Typical round trip >85% for 1 Full cycle at 1
efficiency
CP
Max Temperature 25°C
–
Ambient
for Battery (°C)
Temperature
Max Temperature 40°C
–
Ambient
for PCS (°C)
Temperature
Max C Rate
1 CP Charge/discharge
Communication
Via Modbus protocol**
EMS/MCU
Communication
Via Modbus protocol
EMS/PCS
Communication
Via Modbus protocol
EMS/BBMS
The total installed energy comprises of 6 LG
Chem battery racks, with salient features
described in Table 12.
Table 12. Battery rack data

System parameter
Manufacturer
Module Type

Figure 50 . BESS System Overview
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Value
LG Chem
JH3-2P
(M48126P3B)
Module energy
6.52kWh
Rack type
JH3-2P R800
Elements included in Modules
(14),
rack
Battery Protection
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System parameter

Value
Unit (1), Rack BMS
(1)
Number of modules per 14
rack
Rack energy
91.3 kWh
Rack voltage nominal 725
(Vdc)
Rack Voltage maximum 823.2
(Vdc)
Rack voltage minimum 588.0
(Vdc) – 3 Wires
Rack voltage minimum 650.0
(Vdc) – 3 Wires
Maximum C-rate
1CP
Self-discharge (% per <6% * based on cell
year based on cell)
Operating
ambient 21° C ± 4°C
temperature
Maximum
ambient <80% with none
operating humidity
condensation
Indoor installation
Up to 1000 m above
sea level
Rack protection degree IP20
Rack cooling
Air-cooling front to
rear
Rack dimension
W x D x H: 520 x 670
x
1800
mm
(unpacked)
Weight
710kg
DC cable connection
Top
DC protection
Main contactor and
fuses
Compliant
with IEC 62133, UL 1642,
standards:
UN
38.3,
KBIA
10104-01,
SBA
S1101
An illustrative picture of the BESS layout is
represented in Figure 51.

Figure 51. BESS system layout

BESS connection
BESS power output is connected to a
distribution transformer LV cabinet feeder via
PCC cabinet, as depicted in Figure 52. The main
goal of the PCC cabinet is the network
protection comprising voltage, current and
frequency protection relays and to visually
disconnect BESS during its maintenance.

Figure 52. BESS system power connection

The main controller unit (MCU), with an
implemented control algorithm, is also
installed in PCC in order to bring system
calculations and process control as close to
BESS as possible. MCU and BESS programmable
logic control unit (PLC) are directly connected
via network cable to minimise connection
failure risks during operation. PCC is remotely
controlled by a remote terminal unit (RTU).
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3.4. Communication and control
General
The BESS is completely integrated into Elektro
Gorenjska remote control system. All the demo
parameters are logged and collected in a
controlled way by EG development SCADA
system based on Unifusion professional data
acquisition and control system. Besides system
remote control, SCADA also enables
communication with third-party partners.

-

Connection to the main project data
server, located in Finland and
supported by STORY partner BaseN,
providing complete data back up and
computational
platform
for
demonstration and key performance
calculations.

The demo communication and protocol
scheme is depicted in Figure 53.

System description
BESS demonstration control strategy follows a
three-layer control concept.
Primary control layer, also referred to as a local
layer, consist of numerous devices (as physical
entities) installed on site. Besides BESS and PCC
cabinet,
various
information
and
communication
technologies,
network
monitoring and metering data systems and
RTUs represent the vital and most utilized
demo subsystems.
On the secondary control level, remote demo
system control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system with a remote main controller unit
(MCU) provides a platform for complete
system control and surveillance. MCU, as the
front-end processor, executes the algorithm
and controls the BESS programmable logic
controller (PLC) and is installed in the PCC
cabinet in the transformer station itself. MCU
and BESS PLC are directly connected with a
network cable to ensure maximum
communication reliability. SCADA serves as a
data collection and remote-control support. It
collects and processes all demo signals for later
analysis and enables complete remote control
of MCU and BESS itself. Remote control with
different levels of authorisation enables
complete system insight. SCADA additionally
collects and exchanges data with different
third-party data systems as follows:
-
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connection
to
Slovenian
Environmental Agency, providing sun
radiation forecast required for BESS
control optimisation.

Figure 53.Protocol and communication scheme

The integration of a variety of EG technological
subsystems and ABB storage as well, requires
the utilization of three different standardised
protocols. Modbus, enabling communication
between MCU and BESS PLC, DNP3.0 for
SCADA to MCU communication and OPC UA for
data exchange between SCADA and servers on
the tertiary control layer.
EG private WiMAX and LTE broadband radio
network provides two basic communication
platforms, which enable communication
among dispersed device locations.
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4. Monitoring

the use case (blue) is flattened compared to
the base case (orange) on the first of June.

4.1. Monitoring process
Monitoring and metering of all system
parameters are of key importance for overall
evaluation and key performance indicators
calculation.
The measurement system, depicted in Figure
54 consists of the following devices:
-

-

BESS (ABB power analyser), metering
all storage parameters
MV/LV transformer (MC power
analyser), measuring all transformer
parameters on the LV side
PV POWER PLANTS (MC power
analysers) metering all individual PV
power plant parameters

Figure 54. Suha demo measurement system

Time resolution of power analyser
measurement and storage for all parameters is
1 minute.

Figure 55. Transformer BC (orange) and CS (blue) daily
profiles

Weekly PTADR+ and PTADR- data is presented
in Table 13.
Table 13. Weekly PTADR+ and PTADR- comparison

PTADR+

PTADR-

24. - 30. 1. 2019

8,01%

83,43%

24. - 30. 6. 2019

54,81%

55,05

A similar result is shown regarding the relative
peak power change (PPC). Relative peak power
change is defined as the change of peak power
flows in the network, before and after storage
implementation, compared to peak power
levels before the storage technology
implementation, and measured in both
directions, Table 14.
Table 14. Weekly PPC+ and PPC- comparison.

PPC +

PPC -

4.2. Monitoring results

24. - 30. 1. 2019

2,66%

82,47%

This chapter describes the most interesting
results of the BESS operation.

24. - 30. 6. 2019

40,43%

40,74%

Change of peak to average demand
ratio/relative peak power change
The change of peak to average demand ratio
(PDATR) is defined as the ratio between the
peak value of the demand profile and its
average value, shown in Figure 55. It is
measured in both directions and designated as
PDATR+ and PDATR-. The transformer profile in
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Winter to summer peak load data comparison
shows considerable differences in levels of
both indicators. Indicators are significantly
lower for the winter period, revealing a much
lower peak to average demand ratio change
and relative peak power change compared to
the summer.
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The obvious reason for that is almost negligible
PV winter production, BESS night charging and
consequently relatively low consumer peak
reduction. On the contrary, BESS operates
much more efficiently in the summer period,
reaching much higher indicator levels and in
that way fulfilling its role much better.

Grid energy consumption change
The grid energy consumption (GECC) change
KPI compares the grid-injected energy before
and after storage implementation. June 2019
daily grid consumption change values are
shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56. Transformer daily load diagram – BC (blue) and
CS (orange)

Weekly GECC data is presented in Table 15.
Table 15. Weekly grid consumption change comparison

E
BC E
CS
(kWh)
(kWh)
GECC
24. - 30. 1. 13798,5 14538,0
2019
9
0
+5,36%
24. - 30. 6.
2019
8849,93 5706,20 35,52%
Winter daily grid energy consumption change
is positive, meaning more energy is consumed
from the grid. Low relative values at the same
time mean insignificant volumes change in
kWh. As expected, mostly sunny summer week
with high PV generation results in negative grid
consumption change, which is not only
relatively higher but significant also in overall
energy volume.
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BESS operation
The reliability of the devices operating and
providing any kind of services also needs to be
monitored. Device availability is defined as a
comparison of time, or the number of
availability checks when the device is available
for operation and duration of the monitored
interval. The fallout duration is determined by
measuring the time between the availability
checks. BESS operating time totals 7113 hours,
which means 81.2% in one-year analysed
period. BESS should support the distribution
everyday operations, but the device availability
is not even close to the distribution reliability
standards of supply. In order to support 24/7
operations, BESS would have to significantly
improve its reliability, as e.g. the reliability of
supply of 5h/year in Slovenia translates to
99,9999% reliability.
The full cycle equivalent (FCE) depends on
BESS discharged energy compared to the
nominal net storage capacity of 450 kWh.
Winter FCE ranges from 16 % to 59 % with
moderate average value. Minimal FCE values
are experienced on cloudy days with no PV
production, while values are higher even on a
cloudy day with at least some PV production.
Summer FCE values are higher than winter
ones, but even on the most PV productive day,
FCE does not exceed much more than 52 %.
The average winter to summer FCE difference
is unexpectedly not so high as it is between a
cloudy day with no PV production compared to
sunny or even a cloudy with at least some PV
production.
Storage efficiency is defined as the overall
system efficiency, comparing the amount of
injected and discharged from the device at the
PCC back to the network. Winter efficiency
ranges 42 % to 74 % with an average value of
57 %. During winter days, measurements
reveal constant BESS auxiliary consumption in
an average of 3 kW (most probably battery
compartment heaters). Surprisingly, summer
SE indicators are comparable to the winter
ones.
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The obvious reason for not being better refers
to BESS auxiliary load (HVAC unit) for system
temperature conditioning.
Operating efficiency is relatively low compared
to the system beginning of life efficiency being
87%, measured during site acceptance test
procedures. BESS efficiency is strongly related
to the operating conditions influenced by the
BESS load level, storage capacity factor,
environmental
temperature
and
the
consumption of auxiliary subsystems. BESS
heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) unit with up to 13 kW consumption
(cooling
and
ventilation)
significantly
contribute to relatively low overall system
efficiency. In June 2019 efficiency losses total
4.67 MWh and at an average energy price of 50
Euro/MWh, which means 233 Euro of BESS
operational costs for this period.

5. Conclusions
learned

and

lessons

Overall experience and major lessons learned
are summarised as follows:
Table 16. BESS overview

Advantages
All BESS functionalities
were
successfully
confirmed.

Successful transformer
load peak shaving.
Successful
grid
consumption
reduction.
Implementation
of
efficient BESS control
algorithm
Reliable operation of
EG broadband radio
(WiMax)
Reliable operation of
EG
control
and
monitoring systems

Disadvantages
Unreliable operation,
unacceptably
high
number of different
BESS faults during the
complete
demonstration
BESS
maintenance
and
operational
problems
High BESS investment
costs.
Low system efficiency.

Unexpected
frequency
generation
High
complexity

highnoise
system

Batteries are not
available to the extent
that it is marketed.
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Generally, all BESS predefined functionalities
were successfully tested and confirmed in the
demonstration. The most important, load
management functions, based on a properly
developed and optimized algorithm, proved to
be efficient and well suited for future
distribution network operations. On the other
hand, BESS operation revealed a lack of
maturity and technical inadequacy comparing
to existent distribution technology solutions.
Unacceptable low reliability, high system losses
and consequently high operational costs,
system complexity and unexpectedly short
lifetime are still major disadvantages, limiting
large scale distribution exploitation.
BESS installation and nearly two years
operation enabled us a detailed and priceless
insight into so-called future smart grid
installations. Lessons learned will enable better
and matured decisions, needed for the future
distribution network operations.
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1. Introduction
The second pilot site location in Slovenia is EG
Headquarters, an industrial type of end
consumer, located in an urban area. The BESS
was to be connected within the internal LV
network of the building, and its control
strategy was to optimize the BESS operation
with the active distributed RES generation
devices and flexible consumption devices
currently existing in the grid.

2. The concept
The aim was to show local LV network peak
demand control of an industrial user (EG
headquarters) through the installation of a
BESS system. By storing the energy withdrawn
from the grid and reinjecting it later, BESS shifts
the load from high tariff time intervals into the
intervals with low energy cost and flattens the
overall consumption profile. High tariff time
interval consumption, which is present during
the weekdays is reduced with BESS- provided
energy, which charges during the night and
during weekends. With this measure, hightariff time interval energy consumption of the
industrial consumer gets partially covered by
the stored energy in BESS, stored during the
low-tariff time interval, thus lowering the
energy costs of the industrial end consumer.

3. The installation
Two 630 kVA MV/LV transformers serve as a
connection of the local LV grid to the MV grid
and supply the loads in the industrial
61

compound. The EG headquarters consist of an
office building with its consumption, a 35 kWp
rooftop PV installation and a 27 kW CHP plant.
The CHP plant serves as a heating source for
colder months of the year and in the warm
months of the year, the ice bank is responsible
for cooling the offices. The aim of the EG
Headquarters simulations was to present the
economic potential of BESS for an industrial
user with peak demand control. Since the BESS
has not been deployed to the EG Headquarters,
we only present simulation results.

3.1. Simulation input
A 12-month period simulation was performed
for the technical simulations of the two pilot
sites, Suha LV network and EG HQ LV network.
Voltage, current, active-and reactive power
measurements of both transformers were
available and were used to provide load and
generation profiles, to calibrate the models
and to run the simulations. All the PV locations
in the networks are also available, which was
utilized in the scenario application process.
Power flow simulations were run for an entire
simulation interval, in 15 min timestep
resolution. The BESS reacts based on the local
measurement of active power flows, measured
at the MV/LV transformer substation. Based on
the grid topology, power consumption and
production profiles and BESS response, the
technical results are calculated in the
simulation platform. Through technical
parameters, BESS impact can be seen on the
chosen key grid parameters, such as voltage
levels, loading of the elements and losses in the
network. Energy consumption shifts are seen
through the transformer power flow profiles.
In addition to the data for the simulations, 3
key algorithm functions were included for the
technical simulations of the EG industrial pilot
site:


BESS Peak demand control algorithm,
which is installed in the Suha LV
network, through which BESS is
preventing reverse power flows of
active power to the main grid and
shifting/reducing peak demand values.
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BESS two-tariff economic control with
peak consumption reduction, which
was used to control BESS in the EG HQ
setting.
PV unit droop control algorithm,
which curtails PV production based on
the droop control function instead of in
an on/off fashion. If the PV unit causes
voltage rise above certain threshold,
the BESS output is decreased to
maintain the voltage values within the
allowed boundaries. This functionality
was implemented for simulations in
Suha village PV inverters.

3.2. Algorithm update
The existing peak demand control algorithm,
which was designed for the control of the BESS
unit for the installation in Suha village, has
been updated and tailored to the EG HQ
location. The algorithm still uses same logic
behind the calculations. The EG HQ utilizes
BESS to a more economic goal of shifting the
high-tariff time interval consumption to the
low-tariff time interval. High demand intervals
occur in office hours during the weekdays, and
the low tariff is present during the night and
weekends. BESS now reacts upon received
demand forecast for both price time intervals.
Based on available capacity, BESS charges
during low price time interval, withdrawing
energy from the local LV grid and injects energy
back during the high tariff interval. Figure 57
shows the weekly transformer profile of active
power flows, (blue = low tariff power profile,
orange = high tariff power profile). BESS is
scheduled to charge (yellow charging
threshold) and discharge (purple = discharging
threshold) accordingly to the price-related
time intervals.

Figure 57. BESS algorithm threshold calculation

After the calculation, the threshold values are
stored in the algorithm and utilized in real time
part of the control, where transformer power
flows are monitored, and BESS response is
calculated afterwards.

3.3. Simulations
The simulation platform was designed in
OpenDSS and Matlab, including the EG HQ
model. Yearly simulations with the 15-min time
resolution were performed for BESS
evaluation. The BESS model parameters were
defined in Matlab code, together with the
transformer yearly input profile and the BESS
control threshold levels. These inputs were
sent to OpenDSS, where BESS was connected
to the LV side of the MV/LV transformer and
the rest of the EG HQ LV grid. Afterwards, the
power flows were calculated in OpenDSS and
exported to Matlab for storage and analysis.

Figure 58. Simulation flowchart
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The BESS parameters used in simulations are
presented in Table 17.
Table 17.BESS model parameters

Capacity
320 kWh
Rated power
170 kW
Efficiency (for charging 94.12% (88.58%
and discharging)
round trip eff.)
Auxiliary
power 4 kW
consumption
Minimum SoC level
18 %
Maximum SoC level
98 %
Lowest
discharging 20 kW
power flow
Highest
charging 120 kW
power flow
With the last two parameters we ensure that
BESS operation does not increase power flows
above 120 kW with charging and it does not
decrease the power flows below 20 kW. With
this definition we have two hard limits within
the algorithm as an additional measure in the
algorithm to further enforce the BESS
limitations and operation boundaries.

In Figure 59 below we see weekly operation of
BESS in spring. In the higher part of the graph,
the comparison of active power flows through
the transformer is presented, in the lower part,
the BESS profile and the SoC levels are
visualized.
In the summer interval, the compressor is
providing cooling for the office building via an
ice bank and it operates mostly during the lowprice time interval or when depleted in high
tariff time interval. On Figure 60 and Figure 61
we see the impact of the ice bank operation. It
mostly operates during the low-price time
interval and limits the BESS potential to feed
the system load.
As seen on the Figure 61, BESS charging is
limited due to the ice bank operation and
algorithm limit, where we allow BESS only to
charge to power flows up to 120 kW in the
network.

Figure 59. Spring transformer active power profile (higher part) and BESS operation (lower part)
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Figure 60. Transformer and BESS active power flow profiles, summer week without ice bank operation

Figure 61. Ice bank impact on the transformer active power flow profile

64
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3.4. Scenarios

Table 18. Energy consumption comparison (MWh/year)

For the EG HQ, three different PV settings and
two different use cases were investigated:

Scenario Low RES







Base case setting, a 35 kWp PV unit is
installed
o UC1: no BESS installed
o UC2: BESS installed
+100% PV setting, a 70 kWp PV unit is
installed
o UC1: No BESS installed
o UC2: BESS installed
+200 PV setting, 105 kWp PV unit is
installed
o UC1: No BESS installed
o UC2: BESS installed

For the EG headquarters, the PV curtailment
option was not applied due to several reasons.
Even a 200 % increase of the existing PV
installation (105 kWp total) wouldn’t pose
operational problems at the demo site location
as no surplus of PV production would occur.
Additionally, 2 x 630 kVA transformers present
a very strong connection point, obscuring the
impact of BESS on the network beyond the
MV/LV transformer station, so it is more
interesting to look into the impact of BESS
operation alone, instead of the including PV
curtailment option as well.

100%
increase

RES 200%
increase

RES

Interval Original BESS Original BESS Original BESS
Low
Tariff

208,0

279,5 198,3

265,6 188,6

253,5

High
Tariff

230,1

181,6 205,5

158,5 181,1

135,0

Total

438,0

461,1 403,8

424,1 369,7

388,4

On Figure 62 and Figure 63 the BESS impact on
the transformer loading levels for each tariff
time interval is presented. In the low tariff
interval, the loading levels increase due to BESS
charging, a 120 kW threshold of charging is
clearly seen on the graph. Similarly, in high
tariff instances, the lowest discharging point is
20 kW, where a spike in the number of samples
occurs as well. In high tariff time interval
consumption we see a reverse trend, where
consumption values are lowered compared to
the original power flow.

4. Monitoring and key results
The focus of the technical analysis results is the
energy consumption of the EG HQ demo site.
The aim of use cases investigated was to shift
consumption from the high tariff time interval
into the low tariff time interval and thus lower
the energy consumption cost. Additionally, the
overall consumption profile was flattened and
peaks were reduced. In Table 18, the energy
consumption of the EG HQ is presented. With
the BESS implementation, high tariff time
interval consumption is decreased by 50 MWh
per year, while low tariff time interval
consumption is increased for 70 MWh per year,
due to increased consumption of BESS
(auxiliary energy consumption and round-trip
efficiency losses).
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Figure 62. Impact of BESS on low tariff power flows

Figure 63. Impact of BESS on high tariff power flows
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For the economic evaluation, the energy shift
was evaluated with the Slovenian high and low
industrial tariff energy prices. The assumed
high tariff energy price was 0.08534 €/kWh and
the low tariff price was 0.05606 €/kWh, which
results in 0,02928 €/kWh price difference
between the intervals. As the results in Table
19 show, the BESS impact on the annual energy
cost is very small.
Table 19. BESS impact on energy consumption cost
Scenar
io
Costs
[€]
Low
tariff
High
tariff
Total
costs
Profit
[€/yea
r]

Low RES
Orig.

BESS

100%
RES 200%RES
increase
increase
Orig. BESS Orig. BESS

11658

15667 11114 14888 10572 14210

19634

15498 17540 13524 15453 11517

31292

31165 28654 28413 26025 25727

127

242

298

Figure 64. Energy cost deviation due to BESS load shift and
price difference

This is a result of several factors, both technical
and economic. BESS efficiency factors are
highly impacted by the auxiliary power
consumption of the unit for the needs of an
HVAC system. In addition to charging and
discharging round-trip efficiencies, auxiliary
consumption was also considered in the
technical simulations. If BESS could achieve a
higher overall efficiency ratio, the energy
difference between high and low tariff time
intervals would increase together with the
economic profit of the operation. The second
option, which would enhance the BESS impact
on the overall economic situation is marketspecific, namely the price difference.
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Figure 64 presents sensitivity analysis results.
The increased price difference of only 0.015
€/kWh from existing prices would result in
1000 €/year energy cost reduction.

5. Conclusions
learned

and

lessons

The EG HQ BESS implementation aimed to
utilize the BESS flexibility as a load shifting
mechanism for the daily load profile which
benefits from price differences of a two-tariff
price system of an industrial user. The main
assumption was that the profit is generated by
price arbitrage between the two price levels.
With the assumed realistic price levels of the
two tariffs in Slovenia, BESS could be
generating very small profit this way. The
profits could be increased either if the BESS
system achieved higher round-trip efficiency
rates or if the electricity market conditions
became more favourable with a higher price
difference between high and low tariffs. An
already existing alternative would also be an
operation on other markets where energy
stored in BESS could be sold at a better price,
e.g. ancillary services – especially secondary
and tertiary reserve market, where annual
income of the owner increases, as already
presented in the economic analysis of Suha
demo.

D
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and electrical energy using the locally available
waste wood.
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1. Introduction
Being a cheap alternative to electrical storage,
thermal energy storage provides an important
tool to decouple heat production and demand
and thus enhance the flexibility of an energy
system. This is particularly valid when a
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) unit is
present in the energy system. Without thermal
storage, the operation of a CHP is usually
driven by the heat demand and the produced
electricity can be considered as a by-product.
The inclusion of thermal energy storage is
crucial to unlock the flexibility of the system
and allow for smart control to achieve certain
goals. As an example, the electricity
consumption can be increased during periods
when electricity prices are high to gain an
economic benefit.
At the private multi-energy grid in Belgium, a
wood joinery has decided to use a combination
of a waste wood boiler, an ORC (Organic
Ranking Cycle, CHP unit) and two storage
vessels to maximize the self-sufficiency in heat
68

At the demonstrator site in Olen, Belgium, a
wood fired boiler of 1.6 MWth was installed.
The waste wood from the general contractor
Beneens is the fuel for this boiler. In case the
amount of wood is insufficient to fulfill the heat
demand, waste wood from other companies is
also used. The high-temperature heat
produced by this boiler is used in two ways: on
the one hand to produce electricity using an
ORC, while valorizing the low-temperature
residual heat; and on the other hand, this hightemperature heat can be stored directly in a
large storage vessel of 50 m3 for further use.
The low and high-temperature heat is used for
space heating (offices and the workshop) and
industrial processes in the painting rooms,
whereas the electricity produced is either used
directly on-site or stored in batteries for later
use. Any electricity surplus is sold back to the
grid. Moreover, excess low-temperature heat
is stored in a second storage vessel of 20 m3.
The installation has been operational since
June 2016, monitoring of the thermal and
electrical energy produced and consumed in
the system has been taken place since
September 2016.

3. The installation
In this section, a detailed description of the
components of the installation is given in
addition to a description of the system’s
operation.

3.1. Main components
Wood boiler
To produce the required heat, a wood boiler
with a thermal power of 1.6 MW has been
installed. Figure 65 shows a photo of the wood
boiler (the red-grey installation on the left)
next to the wood bunker where the waste
wood is placed.
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The wood is transported to the boiler’s burning
chamber via a hydraulic feeding system. This
wood boiler is one of the main components of
the installation and its only thermal energy
source.

electricity is produced via a generator; (3) after
that, the low pressure vapor is then condensed
in the condenser; (4) finally, the condensed
vapor is pressurized using a pump and the cycle
is then repeated.

Figure 65. The wood boiler (red and grey) installed in the
technical room next to the wood bunker from which wood
is fed to the boiler via a hydraulic feeding system.

Table 20 summarizes
specifications of this boiler.

the

technical

Table 20. Technical specifications of the wood boiler.

Power [kW]
1600
Supply
temperature
145
[℃]
Return temperature
≤ 20 ℃ ΔT

Organic Rankine Cycle
An Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) system allows
the generation of electrical power using low
heat-source temperature. This system involves
the same components and principle as in a
conventional steam power plant (boiler, workproducing expansion device, condenser and
circulation pump). However, the working fluid
is an organic component characterized by a
lower boiling temperature than water. In
addition to its application to low-temperature
heat sources, another advantage of the ORC is
that it can be used for local and small-scale
power generation. Figure 2 depicts the working
principle of an ORC: (1) the organic working
fluid is evaporated in the evaporator using the
(low-temperature) heat source; (2) then the
vapor passes through the expander where
69

Figure 66. Working principle of an ORC unit [1].

To maximize the efficiency of an ORC
installation, the cooling water for the
condenser can be used for applications with
low-temperature heat demand such as low
temperature space heating.
At the demonstration site, an ORC with a
maximum thermal power input of 1 MWth has
been placed to produce a gross electrical
power of 110 kWe. Figure 67 shows the ORC
installed in the technical room next to the
wood boiler and Table 21 provides some
technical specifications of that ORC.

Figure 67. The ORC installation (white box with blue frame
in the middle) placed in the technical room next to the
wood boiler.
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Table 21. Technical specifications of the Organic Rankine
Cycle (ORC).

Generator type
Maximum heat input
[kWth]
Generator power [kWe]
gross efficiency [%]
net electricity production
(Summer/Winter) [kWe]
Temperature heat input
[℃]

Asynchronous,2
pole, 3-phase
1000
110
11.1%

Figure 69 shows the storage vessel placed on
its side on the truck used for its transportation
and Figure 70 shows the vessel placed already
in its dedicated location in the technical room
during the construction phase, before installing
the roof (insulation of the vessel was not
present yet).

75/84
80-150

Storage
At the demonstration site, two storage vessels
are installed.

Figure 69. The HTSV placed on its side on the back of a
truck for transportation.

High-Temperature Storage Vessel (HTSV)
The HTSV used has a capacity of 50 m3 and it is
made of P265GH pressure vessel steel. It is
designed to store water at a temperature of 90
℃. To limit the thermal losses, the storage
vessel is surrounded by 100 mm of insulating
mineral wool followed by a 1 mm of aluminium
plating. This vessel has a height of around 5.85
metres and a diameter of 3.5 meters as shown
in the schematic in Figure 68. Due to the large
size of this vessel, it has been installed in the
technical room during the construction phase.

Figure 70. The HTSV installed at its dedicated location in
the technical room during construction phase.

Table 22 summarizes the technical properties
of the HTSV.
Table 22. Technical properties of the HTSV.

Material

P265GH pressure vessel
steel
100 mm, insulating
mineral wool

Insulation
material
Design storage
90
temperature [℃]
Height [m]
5.85
Diameter [m]
3.5

Low-Temperature Storage Vessel (LTSV)
The LTSV has a capacity of 20 m3 and it is made
of P265GH pressure vessel steel. It is designed
for water at a temperature of 45 ℃.
Figure 68.Schematic of the HTSV.
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To limit the thermal losses, it is surrounded by
100 mm of insulating mineral wool followed by
1 mm of aluminium plating. A photo of the
LTSV is shown in Figure 71.

Figure 72. A photo of the technical room with the dry
cooler placed on the roof ( the blue rectangular shape).

The technical specifications of this dry cooler
are summarized in Table 24.
Figure 71. A photo of the LTSV (right hand side).

Table 23 summarizes the technical properties
of the LTSV.
Table 23. Technical properties of the LTSV.

P265GH pressure vessel
steel
100 mm, insulating
mineral wool

Material

Insulation
material
Design storage
45
temperature [℃]
Height [m]
3
Diameter [m]
2.9

Dry Cooler
To cool away surplus heat produced by the
boiler, a dry cooler with an adiabatic pre-cooler
is placed on the roof of the technical room, as
shown in Figure 72 (the blue rectangular
shape), and connected to the secondary side of
the ORC. It is designed to cool away 900 kW of
thermal power at an inlet temperature of 44 ℃
and a flow of 23.4 L/s, for an outdoor dry bulb
temperature of 31 ℃.
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Table 24: Technical specifications of the dry cooler.

Cooling power [kW]
Design
inlet
temperature [℃]
Design liquid flow [L/s]
Design
dry
bulb
temperature [℃]

900
44
23.4
31

4. System description
As the main components were introduced in
the previous section, the interconnection
between them and the full system setup at the
demonstration site is described in this section.
Figure 73 illustrates the system’s architecture.
Waste wood is transported from the wood
bunker to the burning chamber of the boiler via
a hydraulic conveyer system.
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Figure 73. A representation of the system’s architecture.

The high-temperature heat (1.6 MW at 145 ℃)
produced by this boiler is used in two ways: on
the one hand to produce electricity using the
ORC, and on the other hand, this hightemperature heat can be stored in the HTSV
(50 m3) at 90 ℃ for further use in the
workshops or for office heating. The cooling
circuit of the ORC (secondary side of the ORC)
is used for low-temperature heating (45 ℃) of
the new offices and for the drying and painting
cabins.
The excess low-temperature heat is stored in
the LTSV (20 m3). In case also this vessel is
completely charged, the dry cooler can be
switched on to cool down this circuit and
subsequently the ORC. Low temperature heat
can be used to heat the new offices because
they are well insulated compared to the old
office building which requires higher
temperature for space heating. A connection
has been made between the high and the low
temperature circuits to allow the high
temperature circuit to provide the required
heat in case the low temperature circuit’s
capacity is insufficient.
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5. Monitoring
5.1. Monitoring process
To assess the performance of the system, the
different energy streams must be monitored
during operation. For this purpose, a
combination of temperature sensors and
thermal and electrical energy meters have
been installed throughout the circuit. Figure
74. The hydraulic circuit and the location of the
sensors throughout the system. shows the
hydraulic circuit with the location of the
sensors: as shown, energy streams in and out
of the components and to the heating circuits
are monitored (thermal energy meters
indicated by the letter C). Additionally, the
temperature of the water stored in the storage
vessels is monitored at different positions
along their heights. This is done to evaluate the
amount of heat that is stored in these storage
units, which is important to employ the
flexibility of the system.
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Figure 74. The hydraulic circuit and the location of the sensors throughout the system.

To monitor the thermal energy, around 63
temperature and energy sensors have been
used. The flow has been monitored using the
flow meters integrated in the thermal energy
meters. The water temperature sensors used in
the pipes or in the storage tanks are Resistance
Temperature
Detectors
(RTDs),
more
specifically Pt100. Figure 75 shows a photo of
the immersion Pt100’s placed on different
heights of the HTSV to monitor the water
temperature in different layers. In Figure 71
the PT100’s for the LTSV can be seen in
addition to a number of temperature
indicators.

In Figure 76, one of the thermal energy meters
is shown (in the red circle) installed on one of
the pipes. This energy meter typically has two
temperature sensors and a flow meter allowing
it to calculate different values such as power
and energy.

Figure 76. A thermal energy meter placed on one of the
pipes.

The parameters of the different sensors are
logged in a database on a 6 minutes basis.

5.2. Monitoring results

Figure 75. Temperature sensors placed along the height
of the HTSV.
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The wood boiler has been operational since
June 2016 and the installation has been
monitored since September 2016.
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Figure 77 shows the energy produced by the
wood boiler and the energy consumed by the
ORC and the high temperature circuit, on a
monthly basis, since the start of the monitoring
until March 2020. From this figure the
following can be noticed:


Thermal energy produced and consumed
at the demonstration site was considerably
higher in 2016 and 2017 compared to
2018, 2019 and 2020.
Thermal energy demands have a seasonal
pattern, which is higher during winter and
lower during summer.
Electrical energy produced is a small
fraction compared to the total thermal
energy produced/consumed on the site.






To give a better view on how much of the
energy was consumed by the high temperature
circuit and how much by the ORC, Figure 78 can
be examined. In that figure it is clear that the

ORC was mainly operational in the years 2016
and 2017. In 2018, the ORC didn’t consume any
noticeable amount of thermal energy whereas
it was partially operational in 2019 and 2020.
Regarding the heat consumption for the hightemperature circuit, the pattern was the same
for the duration of the monitoring period: high
consumption during winter and autumn and
low consumption during spring and summer. It
can be noticed that for the winter of 2019-2020
the amount of thermal energy demand was
lower than the previous years, which can be
attributed to the mild temperatures of that
winter.
The decrease of operation of the ORC as well as
of the boiler is attributed to a series of
technical problems that occurred on both
installations. Some of the control actions on
the system were not convenient for the ORC
and/or the boiler.
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Figure 77: Energy produced by the boiler, total energy consumed by the high temperature circuit and the ORC, and the
electricity produced by the ORC on a monthly basis during the monitoring period from September 2016 until March 2020.
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Figure 78: Energy consumed by the heat exchanger of the high temperature circuit (HX), total energy consumed by ORC circuit,
and the electricity produced by the ORC on a monthly basis during the monitoring period from September 2016 until March
2020.

So, some components had to be changed due
to damage and others had to be adapted,
which led to periods of downtime.
In addition, it can be noticed that the electrical
production of the ORC is not always directly
proportional to the amount of hightemperature energy consumed by the ORC.
This occurs because the amount of electricity
produced by the ORC depends not only on the
inlet thermal energy, but also on the
temperature of the inlet water (source) as well
as the temperature of the cooling water: the
smaller the difference between these
temperatures, the lower is the electrical
efficiency of the ORC and therefore the lower
is the electricity produced. For example, if we
compare August 2017 and December 2016, the
electricity production is almost the same but
the energy consumption of the ORC in August
2017 is much higher.
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6. State-Of-Charge
Determination

(SOC)

Thermal Energy Storage (TES) alone is not
enough to fully exploit the flexibility potential.
Knowledge of the State-Of-Charge (SOC) of the
TES, is necessary to perform intelligent control
actions without affecting the user’s comfort.
Knowing the SOC at any given time is key to
adequately design the suitable control
strategies, namely when to charge and
discharge the storage and how. The SOC is
defined in the context of this report as an
indicator giving information about the
temperature stratification of the water inside
the thermal storage under certain conditions
which might change over time. Using this
information, the amount of energy available in
the TES can be deduced.
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Figure 79. The temperature in the HTSV during a charging cycle.

A classic example of a controller with a simple
SOC estimation can be found in an electric
boiler. These systems are typically equipped
with a single temperature sensor that will
activate the heating element if the
temperature drops below a pre-defined set
point. This can cause oscillations which can be
solved by including hysteresis to limit the
number of on/off cycles.
Within the H2020 STORY project, more
sophisticated methods have been developed
to provide quantitative SOC estimates. These
are applied to the storage vessels in the multienergy grid demonstrator.

6.1. Storage vessels monitoring and tests
In order to validate the SOC methods
developed, experimental data for typical use
cases of the storage vessels is needed. For this
reason, multiple sensors have been placed on
different heights of the storage vessel, as
shown in Figure 75. The HTSV and the LTSV are
characterized by direct charging and direct
discharging: this means that the tank is charged
and discharged by adding or removing hot
water directly from/to it, so no heat exchanger
is present inside the vessel.
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Typical use cases of the storage vessels are
charging, discharging, idling and simultaneous
charging and discharging. Multiple of these use
cases occurred during monitoring, which
provides valuable data for the validation of the
SOC determination. Figure 79. The
temperature in the HTSV during a charging
cycle. Figure 79 shows an example of charging
the HTSV from 45 ℃ to around 80 ℃ during
charging: the temperature of the different
layers increases per layer sequentially from top
to bottom (given that the storage vessel is
charged from top).

6.2. SOC determination method results
The thermal behaviour of the storage vessels
can be modelled starting from basic physical
principles such as conservation of mass,
momentum and energy. Turbulent flow
present at the inlet and outlet ports, and the
mixing of water at different temperatures are
very complex phenomena.
Fortunately, these are transient phenomena,
and natural convection will eventually
dominate these effects, displacing warmer and
less dense water to the top of the tank and
sinking of the colder water to the bottom.
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Figure 80. Temperature evolution inside the HTSV (positions in terms of depth) during a charging cycle: solid line: real
measurements , dotted line: results from simulation.

This natural process of thermal stratification is
desirable for a hot water storage vessel, as
stratified vessels offer more usable energy
(exergy) than a fully-mixed vessel containing
water at the average temperature. Minimizing
the mixing of water and reducing the turbulent
flow from charging and discharging is one of
the design considerations of state-of-the-art
storage vessels.
The SOC determination methods were
developed and applied to the HTSV for
charging and discharging cases. Figure 81 and
Figure 80 show the temperature estimated by
the model at different heights of the HTSV and
the corresponding measurements how
accurately the model can predict the
temperature at different heights during the
two cycles respectively (simulations: dotted
lines; measurements: continuous lines), for a
given inlet water temperature and flow.
As shown, simulation corresponds well with
the temperatures measured at different
heights inside the storage vessel. Some
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deviations occur mainly for the sensors present
near the top or the bottom, which is close to
the inlets and outlets.
Although some of the errors were quite high (>
5°𝐶), they do not occur at all heights at the
same point in time. So, if there is not an
absolute need for very high accuracy when
calculating temperature for each height, at
every single moment in time, then it is safe to
assume that the model presented performs
well. In the absence of temperature sensors at
different heights of a storage vessel, this kind
of model can be used by energy management
software for a better control of systems using
thermal energy storage. It can also be used in
other contexts where the vessels are used to
store thermal energy due to local energy
surplus generation from Photovoltaic thermal
collectors (PVT) systems, or reduce operational
costs and increase self-sufficiency.
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Figure 81. Temperature evolution inside the HTSV (positions in terms of depth) during a discharging cycle: solid line: real
measurements , dotted line: results from simulation.

The time step used in an energy management
system varies according to the types of loads
being managed, but a 15 minutes timestep is
typically used for thermal loads. This model
works with both smaller or higher timesteps,
which makes it quite flexible to be used. The
model also allows having different timesteps
for the data collection and for the simulations.

7. Conclusions
learned

and

lessons

A description of the system and the different
components of the multi-energy grid has been
presented. The use of an ORC allows the local
production of electrical energy as well as the
use of low-temperature heating. Moreover,
including thermal energy storage on the highand low-temperature circuits, increases the
flexibility of the installation and allows a smart
control of the system. Accurate knowledge of
the SOC of the storage vessels during operation
allows the control system to better optimize
the control actions. This control can be
optimized to for instance reduce operational
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cost and /or increase self-sufficiency: by
knowing the SOC of the storage vessels, the
control can know how much heat to produce at
night and stored in the vessels to be used the
next day. Also, by continuously monitoring the
SOC, the control can forecast when the vessels
should be loaded, or electrical production
prioritized to avoid loss of comfort to the users.
The major lesson learned in this demonstrator
is that when a combination of technologies is
considered, good knowledge of the different
systems and their limits is crucial. This can be
done by for example having a “technology
integrator/aggregator” that can integrate the
different components together and setup clear
responsibilities regarding any issues that may
arise during operation. Also, it is important to
develop a control system that considers the
limits of the different components to
guarantee the safety of operation and to avoid
costly technical problems and long downtimes.
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